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Space Shuttle aerothermodynamic data, collected from an ongoing series.
of wind tunnel tests, are permanently stored with DMS data management
system. In addition, information pertaining to current baseline configu-
ration definition is also maintained in the DMS system. This report pre-
sents summary listings of published documentation of SADSAC processed data
arranged chronologically and by Shuttle configuration.
The purpose of this report is to provide an up-tb-date record of all
applicable aerothermodynamic data collected, processed, or summarized in
the course of the Space Shuttle program. The various tables or.listings
are designed to provide survey information to the various Space Shuttle
managerial and technical levels. In Table 1.2-1, the various listings of
the Shuttle test data information, the list contents, and the purpose are
described.
Table 1.2-1 SUMMARY OF DMS DATA BASE RECORDS
Item Contents Purpose
Baseline Configurations- List of various shuttle configurations Current baseline configuration
designated as reference or baseline reference
Summary Reports List of DMS reports presenting results Index of Shuttle aerothermo design
of data analysis or refinements data reports
Data File Report Digest Compilation of Shuttle tests into oper, Information on tests DMS processed
ational status and basic configuration or in process arranged by vehicle
groups
Wind Tunnel Test/DMS Table of Shuttle tests for which results Reference of Shuttle test data in
ave been incorporated into DMS data DMS data base in chronological order
ase
V *
2.0 DESCRIPTION OF DATA BASE RECORDS
2.1 BASELINE CONFIGURATION DESIGNATIONS
Particular space shuttle configurations designated 
as baseline or refer-
ence configurations are listed in this report. 
These lists present the
baseline configuration descriptions, related test information, 
DMS
2-character identifier, and associated documentary 
information.
2.2 SUMMARY DATA REPORTS
Summary data reports are differentiated from 
data reports in that data
reports present basic wind tunnel data as collected. 
Summary reports
generally will contain data germane to 
a particular design application
of the basic aerothermo test data. Summary reports 
will range from basic
data reports of edited or.refined data to reports presenting 
gleanings
from basic data reports.
The listing of summary reports will contain DMS 
generated documents.
2.3 DATA FILE REPORT DIGEST
The data file digest provides a compilation of 
all information in the
SADSAC system into three basic categories:
1) Recently published reports - current month 
plus previous
month
2) Tests in process
3) Published reports
Within each section, the tests are again subdivided 
into general con-
figuration categories:
1) Booster Data 
2) Orbiter Data
3) Booster/Orbiter Data
Information provided on each test is as follows:
1) DMS Report Number
2) NASA Series Number
3) NASA CR Number
4) NASA TM-X Number
5) Dataset 2-Character Descriptor
6) Configuration (specific)
7) Test Number
2.4.1 WIND TUNNEL TESTSADSAC DATA PROCESSING CHRONOLOGICAL
SUMMARY
Space Shuttle related wind tunnel test data incorporated into the DMS
data base are listed by DMS report number in the processing summary.
The purpose of this surmmary will be to provide a source collection of
test, particulars to guide users in the evaluation or categorization of





4) Purpose of test
5) Type of test
6) Model scale
7) Test Mach number range
8) Testing agency
9) Cognizant test/DMS personnel
10) Basic publication numbers
2.4.2 SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY
Numerous wind tunnel facilities are being employed in the testing of
space shuttle configurations. The purpose of this summary will be to
provide users a collection of tests documented, or in process, grouped
by facility. This summary will contain the following information:




e) NASA Series No.
f) DMS Report No.
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SSV ORBITER 2A CONFIGURATION BASELINE
TABLE 2.-1 SUMMARY DATA REPORTS LISTING
(NO DATA*AVAILABLE AT PRESENT)
/
TABLE 2.3-1 DATA FILE REPORT DIGEST
INDEX OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS
OECEMBER /JANUARY
ORBITER DATA
NASA NASA NASA DATASET
OS SERIES CR TM-X 
2-CHARACTER
OHS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2as3 OA21A 8,792 ORBITER 3 NRLAD - DP
v-ol 12 CLOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL
20t6 OA68 128,769 VL -DO 147B (MODCCEL NO. 49-0) NRLAD - OR
7-FOOT TRISCNIC WIND TUNNEL
276
2061 0A68 128,789 VL70-t00139B (MOCEL NO. 42-0) NRLAD - DR
7-FOOT TRISCNIC WIND TUNNEL
276
2069 MAt 134,074 PRR ORBITER LARC - PM
UN rARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
1031
es82 0A73 128,800 CONFIGURATICN 3A ORBITER ARC - B5
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL .
167
2101 CH42A 134,076 B17C7M4F5W103E22V7R5 LARC )- PA













NASA NASA NASA 
D-CHARACTER
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 
2ESCRIPTOR
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CCNFIGURATICN TEST NUMBER 
DESCRIPTOR
2o32 A9 1286,794 17-OTS 
ARC - a-
V-04 OA12 
11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
70T
202 IA9 1879 17-OTS ARC - B-
v-o05 OA12 
1t-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)




2032 1A9 128, 74 17-OTS 
ARC B
V-0 O9A12 
A11-FOOT TRANSCONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND ,T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS 
ARC - B-
V-07 OA12 
11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNI TARY)
2032 IA9 128,794 17-0TS ARC 
B-
V-08 9A12 
11-FOOT TRANSOJIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSCNIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
717
INDEX OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS
DECEMBER /JANUARY
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA
NASA NASA NASA 
DATASET
ODS SERIES CR TM-X 
2-CHARACTER
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-09 OAa2 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-IO OA12 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-It COAe 1i-FOOT TRANSCN IC WIND TUNNEL (UN[
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
7017
2032 . IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-12 OA12 11-FOOT TRANSCNIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONCC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
:7! \ 07
INDEX CF WRK IN PROCESS
BOOSTER DATA
DATASET
NASA NASA NASA -CHARACTER
Ms SERIES CR TM-X
OHS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
DESCRIPTOR
a8se SA2F 142-INCH SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER LARC - PS
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL
655
INDEX OF ORK IN PROCESS
ORBITER DATA
NASA NA DATASET
t SERIES CR • T-X -" 2-CHARACTER
DMS-OR-. NUMBER NUMBER NSMBER CONF1GURATION: TEST NUMBER 
DESCRIPTOR
2 "3 Oas6 128,793 N. R CRBITER NRLAD - ON
LCO SPEED WIND TUNNEL
70rot
2033 0(21A ,7-92 CRBITER 3 NRLAD - OP
v-a2 12 LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
d. 705
20s 0A44 ORBITER, MODIFIED 2A,3 . LARC - PN
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUINEL
1035
20a CAt CORBITER NAR VL70-0001348 CONFIG. LARC - PP
LCW-TURBLLENCE PRESSURE T*NNEL
138
2039 OA118 128.79 CORBITER 2A ARC - BX
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
160
m O CA" OcRBITER 3,A ARC - BY
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
163
2064 1Ab ORBITER MODIFIED 2A,3 CAL - -UF
8-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUJNEL
T14-053
e61 OAA 12,797 -898 (ZA) ORBITER NILAD - OS
LCW SPEED WIND TUNNEL,
20 -O23 12. 99 10 ODEL 49-0 ARC - 6
.3.5-FOOT HYPERSCIC WIND TUNNEL.
168
r -s.23 12',799 I"-EL 32-0 ARC - .






NASA NASA . NASA
"2-CHARACTER
ODS SERIES CR TM-X "-CRACTER
OS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CWNFIGURATION . TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2073 OAu 134,070 MODEL 42-0 CF THE VL?7-0001398 SSV LARC - P
ORBITER CCONFIGURATION 3 UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL
1043
2074 OA57A -89B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FERRY C NRLAD - DT
CNFIGURATION LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
709
20177 A29 ARC -EB
A63 6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSCNIC WIND T0A63 •
UNNEL
630
n20r LA15 089B-1398(HODIFIED NOSE)- LARC -PH
20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
441
2080 OA758 -89B SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER FERRY C NRLAD -OV
ONFIGURATION LCW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
713
2081 OA69 -140 A/B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER NRLAD -
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
711
2083 .OA . .. SSV 140A/B ORBITER LARC - 02
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
1057
2084 IA14A SPACE SHUTTLE PRESSURE LOADS MODEL ARC - - 1
S47-OTS 11-FCOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL. (UNI
TARY) "
716
9-FOOT BY ?-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
.UNNEL (UNITARY)
405 CHID .ARC - 89
IHZ - 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELH2 171
INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS
ORBITER DATA
NASA NASA NASA .. DATASET
DoS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER
DMS-DR- NUMBER NLUMBER NUMBER CCNFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2086 cOA7C -898 ORBITER ARC - DU
LOW SPEEO WIND TUNNEL
712
2091 LATB LO-100 ORBITER LARC - PS
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
657/660
2094 061 134,073 BASIC WING AND ii HZ.INBD AND 13.5 LARC - QT
HZ OUTBO ELEVCON ROTATICNAL FREQ 26-INCH TRANSONIC BLOWDOwC TUNNEL -
545
2100 CH3A 134,075 AEDC - TM
CH3B HYFERSCIIC WIND TUNNEL (B)
VA289
2102 IAIS OT+L+PI+A1+F ARC - * EG
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
175
211 OA91 Bi9C7F5J59W107E23V7R5X20 + NACELLE NRLAD - DY
RAKES TRISCNIC WIND TUNNEL
278
210 OAtIos ORBITER LARC - QZ
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURe, TUNNEL
668
215 OA88 BODY ALONE (-140A/B) LARC - QC
7422
21r6 LAZ5 -139 ORBITER WITH VARIOUS RCS JETS LARC - PX
CCNTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
2127 LA3S -139 B ORBITER WITH VARIOUS CCONTRO LARC - QU
L DEFLECTIONS CONTIN)UUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
112
INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS
CRBITER DATA
DATASET
NASA NASA NASA 2-CHARACTER
oMS SERIES CR TM-X CRTR
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CFIGURATI TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
E13~1 OA22A SSV 4 CCNFIG MCR 0200 ARC - B3
11-7160




INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA
NASA NASA NASA DATASET
DMS SERIES, CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER
OMS-CR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2013 IA2 128,762 SHUTTLE CRBITER/TANK SRH (N-I04A) ARC - BJ
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
616
2027 IA32 ' ROCKWELL MCRn074 BASELINE ASCENT C MSFC - 82
CNFIGURATICN o 14-INCH TRISCNIC WIND TUNNEL -
567
2028 IA31FB MCR I0074 ORBITER LAUNCH MSFC - 83
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
570
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-13 OA12 11-FOOT TRANSCNIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSCNIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC - 8-
V-14 OA12 11-FOOT TRANSCONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSCNIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2032 1A9 \\ 128,794 17-OTS ARC -. 8-
V-I5 0A12 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
203O IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-16 OA12 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA
DATASET
- NASA NASA NASA 2-CHARACTER
OMS SERIES CR T-X DESCRIPTOR
DHS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION 
TEST NUMBER
B-
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC -
B-
0  11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
V-t OA12 
__ TARY)




2132 IA9 128,794 17-OTS 
ARC -B-
11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
V-18 0A12. TARY)STARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSCONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
9 IA6A 134,071 CMODEL 2A ORBITER AND EXTERNAL TANK MSFC 8514-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
571
2t4 •IA128 2A CONFIGURATICON ARC - BV9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSCOIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
710
2t'6Z IA13 32-OTS AEDC TJ
SUPERSCNIC WIND TUNNEL (A)
323
M77 IA29 SHUTTLE ORBITER/ET/2 SRM ARC -
E




2065 t1o SPACE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHICLE P ARC -2H20 RESSURE MODEL 26-OTS 3.5-FOOT HYPERSCNIC WIND TUNNEL -
171
ARC -
.209e .IH5 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
172
INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA
NASA NASA NASA 
DATASET
MHS SERIES CR TM-X 
-CHARACTER
DS-ODR- NUMBER NUMBER. NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
DESCRIPTOR
2099 CO4B 22-OT AEDC - T
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
VA352
2100 OH3A 134,075 ROCKWELL ORBITER/TANK(VL70-00139/ AEDC - TM
O38 VL78-000L41) HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
ROCKWELL ORBI TER(VL70-000139) , VA289
2123 IA53 LAUNCH CCNFIGURATICN HMSFC -. 96
LAUNCH CCFIGURATIOCN WITH STRUTS 14-INCH TRISONIC WINOD TUNNEL
588
2129 IA148 SSV 4 CONFIG MCR 0200 ARC - B2
97-7161
- INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA
BOOSTER DATA
DATASET
NASA NASA NASA 
2CHARACTR
OMS SERIES CR Tn-X
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATICON TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2012 SAIF 12,090 SRB (PRR) 
MSFC - 79
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
554
2025 SA3F 128,76? 142-INCH DIAMETER SRB WITH AND WIT 
MSFC -
HOUT STRAKES 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
565
2051 SA5F 128,774 BOOSTER MSFC KHDEL NO.449 HMSFC 
86
v 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
572
'-i .
INDEX CF PUBLISHED DATA
ORBITER DATA
NASA NASA NASA DATASET
OHS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER
DHS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUM1BER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
S2001 A5 128.750 NR ATP ORBITER LARC - O
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
1002
2002 LAtI 128,752 NR PRR ORBITER LARC - OU
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL
626
oo3' MAZ 128,754 NR ATP ORBITER LARC - OS
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL
409
oo4 NAtl 120,082 MSC 040A ORBITER LTV - LD
15-FOOT BY 20-FOOT SUBSONIC WIND T
UNNEL
S-081
200o OAi 120,070 NR ATP BASELINE ORBITER MSFC - 76
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
555
200o OA4 128,760 NR SSV ORBITER ARC - BI
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
147'
200 MHA4 128,751 NR ATP ORBITER LARC - OT
CCONTINUOUS-FLOC HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
89
20068 A4 128,751 NR ATP ORBITER LARC - OT
R-aI CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
89
zn09 OA3 128,761 SHUTTLE ORBITER OA3 ARC - BH
6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL -
650
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA
ORBITER DATA
NASA NASA NASA DATASET
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER
ODS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2014 OA7 128,753 NR PRR-SSV ORBITER LARC - OV
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
2016 OA2 120,092 NR ATP ORBITER NRLAD - DF
LCW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
689
201ot? OA 123,851 NR ATP ORBITER NRLAC - CG
LO.W SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
690
2019 OA6 128,756 ATP AND PRR CRBITER NRLAD - DI
LCW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
694
2020 OA9 128,7!7 PRR ORBITER NRLAD - DJ
LCW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
696
2021 OA45 128,758 -89A ORBITER NRLAD - DL
v-or LCW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
699
2021 0A45 128,758 -89A NRLAD - DL
V-ae LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
699
2022z OAlo 128,759 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL -89B CRBITE- NRLAD - DK
R LCt4 SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
698
2023 LA2 128, 763 LO-o0 ORBITER LARC OY
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL
411
2029 OA47 o  128,765 2A ORBITER MSFC - 84
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
568
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA
ORBITER DATA
NASA NASA NASA 
DATASET
0MS SERIES. CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER
0MS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONCFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2030 OA14 128,768 -898 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL SPACE NRLAD - OD
128,768 SHUTTLE ORBITER LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
700
2031 LA3 128,769 LO-100 ORBITER LARC - OZ
CCNTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL
85
2033 LA4 .128,772 LO-100 ORBITER * LARC - P1
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
995
1014
2034 LAZt 128,764 DOUBLE DELTA WING ORBITER LARC - ON
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL
405
20s3 LAS 128,775 LARC LO-lnI ORBITER LARC - P2
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL
413
2041 LAr 128,781 LARC LO-10lC ORBITER (SHIPS) LARC - PS
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
644
2043 LA16 128,770 RSI TILES,ORBITER LARC - _ . PB
MACH 8 VARIABLE-DENSITY HYPERSONIC
TUNNEL
624
2044 OAIIA 128,786 SHUTTLE ORBITER 2A ARC .- BS
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
157
2045 OA1e 128,779 . ROCKWELL SSV ORBITER .NRLAO - DO
L W SPEED WIND TUNNEL
7014
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA
ORBITER DATA
NASA NASA NASA DATASET
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2049 C40 128,771 NR 2A ORBITER LARC - OX
MACH 8 VARIABLE-DENSITY HYPERSONIC
TUNNEL
3619/3670
2050 OA43 128,790 ROCKWELL SSV 2A ORBITER ARC -. BT
6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC'WIND T
UNNEL
r .706
2a52 LAtI 128,791 LO-101 ORB(SHIPS)' (BW2VFBB> LARC - Ps
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
1015
2053 OA21A 8,792 CRBITER 3 NRLAD - DP
V-Oi 12 LCW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
705
2054 LASA 128,796 NR ORBITER LARC - P6
LA8B UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
1023/1034
2155 OA48 128,780 ORBITER 1398. MSFC 87
V-o1 14-INCT TRISCN4IC WIND TUNNEL
574
2055 A048 128,780 ORBITER 139 MSFC - 87
V-ox 14-INCH TRISONIC WINDITUNNEL -
574
z055 0A48 128,780 ORBITER 139B MSFC - 87
V-02 14-INCH TRISC'NIC WIND TUNNEL -
574
2055 OA48 --- 128,780 ORBITER 139,. MSFC - 87
V-02 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
574
INDEX COF PUBLISHED DATA
ORBITER DATA
NASA NASA NASA DATASET
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2055 .0J48 128,780 ORBITER 139B MSFC - 87
v-03 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
574
2055 OA48 128,780 ORBITER 139 M HSFC - 87
V-OS 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
* 574
2s56 LA9 128,782 NAR 089B-M4 NOSE + CMS LARC - PT
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL
130
2056 LAS 128,782 NAR 089B-MOD NOSE LARC - Pt
LCW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL
130
2061 0A68 128,789. VL7TD-000147B (MODEL NO. 49-0) NRLAD - DR
7-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
276
2061 . 68 128,789 VL70-00139B (MODEL NO. 42-0) NRLAD - OR
7-FOOT TRISCNIC WIND TUNNEL
276
20se LAlt 128,783 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 0899-139 LARC - PD
CCONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
96
206s 062 128,777 0.025 SCALE MCOEL OF SPACE SHUTTLE LARC - . PZ
CORBITER (24-0) FIN/RUDDER 26-INCH TRANSCNIC BLODO~WN TUNNEL
544
2L069 MA 134,074 PRR ORBITER LARC PM
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
1031
ro 8 OA73 128,800 CONFIGURATION 3A ORBITER ARC - B5
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
167
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA
ORBITER DATA
NASA NASA NASA 
DATASET
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 
2-CHARACTER
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CNFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
DESCRIPTOR
tiot H42A 134,076 BI7C7M4F5WI03E22V7TR LARC - PA





INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA
NASA NASA . NASA DATASET
ODS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER
DOS-OR- NUMBER - NUMBER-- NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2006 IAIA 120,088 MSFC/NR PARAMETRIC LAUNCH VEHICLE MSFC - 77
14-INCH TRI.SONIC WIND TUNNEL
556
o201 IAIB 120,060 NR ATP ORBITER/TANK AND SRMS.CN AN MSFC - 72
0 COFF 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
545
2011 MA9F 120,089 NR ATP CRBITER/EXTENAL TANK AND S MSFC -. 78
RBS 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
558
2015 IA4 120,091 NASA SSV ORBITER ON NR ECHT WITH S LTV - DE
V-ml INGLE BSRM HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
458
2015 IA4 120,091 NASA SSV ORBITER ON NR ECHT WITH S LTV - DE \
V-02 INGLE BSRH HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL
458
2018 IAS 128,755 ATP LAUNCH CCNFIGURATION NRLAD - DH
LCW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
693
2024 IA? 128,766 040A SPACE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHI ARC - BL
CLE 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY),
686
2026 IA31t" 128,778 HCR 0074 BASELINE LAUNCH VEHICLE MSFC - 81
14-INCH TRISCONIC WIND TUNNEL
566
2052 IAS 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-aO OA12 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI.
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA
DATASET
NASA NASA NASA -CHARACTER
DOS SERIES CR TM-X
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION 
TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS 
ARC - B-
V-02 OA12 
11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FCOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
2132 1A9 128,794 17-OTS 
ARC -
V-03 OA12 
11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2032 IA9 128, 79 17-OTS ARC -
B-
V-t4 0A12 I 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2L132 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC 
B-
V-OS OA12 
11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSCNIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
7177
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OrT ARC -B-
V-o 0A12 
11-FOOT TRANSCNIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
INDEx OF PUBLISHED DATA
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA
NASA NASA NASA, DATASET
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 
2-CHARACTER
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC -8-
V-or OA12 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UN!
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS . ARC - B-
V-O8 OA12 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FCOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2032 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC -
B-
V-09 OA12 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
oS32 IA9 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-o1 . .OA12 11-FOOT TRANSCNIC WIND TfEPNEL (UNI
TARY)
.\ " 8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT. SUPERSONIC WIND T
:22 UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
R32 . A9 128,r94 " 17"OTS ARC - 8*
V-l OA12 * 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA
NASA NASA NASA DATASET
D4S SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR
203Z o A9 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-t1 - OAt2 - - - 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY)
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T
UNNEL (UNITARY)
707
2063 IA37 128,788 INTEGRATED VEHICLE MSFC - 88
IA48 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
579/580
200 LA23 128,787 JSC 040A CRBITER'WITH EHOT AND 2 S LARC - PU
RM ' LCW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL
141
qTABLE 2.4.1-1 WIND TUNNEL TEST/SADSAC
DATA PROCESSING SUMMARY
WIND TUNNEL TEST / ODS DATA PROCESSING
-- -- -- -- - -- -- -- 
-
- -- -- -- -  
-- - -- -- -- -- 
-- -- -- -- - -- -- 
-- -- -- -- -- -
-- -- -- -- -- -
-------------'" "' " "
,,* * * * *MOOEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * 4 CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 4 TYPE CF * SCALE* TESTING • * 
TEST DMS NUBLICATIONS
to * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC STABI*NR ATP ORBITER *AERODYNAMIC STABIFORCE 
0.01925 / *LARC / R. FOURNIER,B. S*CMS-DR-ZO20
UPWT - *LITY ANO'CONTROL * LITY AND CONTROL * 1.9 - LARC 
- ENCER /LARC *)OV., 1972
toot /*CHARACTERISTICS O *OF NR ATP ORBITER* *4.63 *UNITARY 
PLAN #WJ. E. VAUGHN *
MA5 'F A .01925 SCALE * ,CONFIGURATION * * 
*IND TUNNEL *J. L. GLYNN
CR-128,750*MODEL NR ATP ORBI* * * 
*-DMS *
*TER AT MACH NUMBE*
*RS FROM 1.9 TO 4.* * * * *
*63
LARC - *RESULTS OF TRANSCONR PRR ORBITER *TRANSCNIC AERCODYN*ORCE 0.015 / *LARC / R. MENNELL-, B. SP*DMS-DR-20t2
8TPT - *NIC TE .TS IN THE * *AMIC CHARACTERIST* *13.3 - *LARC 
- NCER /NR *MARCH, 1973
626 / tNASA/LARC 8 FOOT * *ICS * 01.3 *8-FOOT 
TRANSCONR;. SINGELLTON *
LAI 'fRESSURE TUNNEL o * O * IC PRESSURE TU 
-DMS
CR-128,752.*N A 0.015 SCALE M* N * NNEL *
X-.CEL NR-PRR SPACE* * * * *
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * * * *
LARC -.*HYPERSONIC AERODY4R ATP CRBITER qiuyPERSONIC AERODYORCE 3.0045 / 9LARC 
/ *G. C.- ASHBY /LARC*DMS-DR-2003
22HT - *NAMIC CHARACTERIS* 4NAMIC CHARACTERIS* *20.3 - *LARC - J. E. 
VAUGHN *APRIL, 1973
a09 /*TICS CF NR-ATP OR* *TICS OF NR ATP CR* * *22-INCH 
HELIUM*-OMS
MA2 BITER, ORBITER WI* *BITER * TUNNEL 
* *
CR-t28,754*TH EXTERNAL TANK,* * * * * *
*AND ASCENT CONFI * *
*GURATICN *
LTV - LCONGITUDINAL AERO*MSC 040A ORBITER 4ELEVON EFFECTIVEN'FORCE 40.05 / *MSC 
/ P. RCOERE /MSC *CMS-DR-2004
152OSWT - *OYNAMIC CHARACTER* ESS AND ALTERNATE* *0.067- *LQTV - J. E. VAUGHN 
-INOV., 1972
S-081 /*ISTICS CF LOW ASP* *CCONFIGURATICON GE * **15-FOOT 
BY 20-' J 4. M. HALE -
MAl *ECT RATIO WING CO' IXMETRIES IN PRESE* * 
FCOT SUBSCNIC -'-DMS
CR-120,082*NFIGURATIONS IN G* *JNCE CF GROUND EFF* * IND TUNNEL : 
*
*ROUNO EFFECT FOR *ECT * *
*A MOVING AND STAT* * * *
*IONARY GROUND SURLI * * *
FACE * * *
* * * * 
*




*4 a 4MODCEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS .*PUBLICATIONS
10 * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *HACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL '" COMMENTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-------
MSFC - *AERCOYNAMIC STAB14NIRATP BASELINE O*AERODYNAMIC STAB14FORCE *0.004 / SFC / *P. RAMSEY /MSFC 4CMS-OR-2005
t4TWT - *LITY, CONTROL EFF*RBITER *LITY AND CONTROL * *.6 - *MSFC - *V. W. SPARKS 1OV. 1972
555 /*ECTIVENESS AND DR* *EFFECTIVENESS AND* *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON#J. L. GLYNN
OAt *AG CHARACTERISTIC* *DRAG CHARACTERIS * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*-DMS
CR-120,070*S OF A SHUTTLE OR *TICS * * * * *
*ITER CONFIGURATI* * * * * *
*N AT MACH NUMBER* * * * *
S FROM 0.6 TO 4.9* * * * * * *
MSFC - *AEROOYNAMIC STATI*MSFC/NR PARAMETRI41ERFORMANCE, STAB4FORCE 0.004 /~ SFC / 1P. E. RAMSEY /MSF DMS-OR-20C16
14VT - *C STABILITY AND C*C LAUNCH VEHICLE *ILITY AND CCNTRCL* 0*.6 - *SFC - C *OEC., 1972
556 /CNTRCL EFFECTIVEN* *CHARACTERISTICS *4.96 *14-INCH TRISONV. W. SPARKS
IAIA 4ESS OF A PARAMETR* *IC WIND TUNNEL*J. L. GLYNN *
CR-120,088IC SHUTTLE LAUNCH* *-DMS
*CCNFIGURATION * , * * *
ARC - 4RESULTS OF INVESTJ4R SSV ORBITER *STATIC STABILITY FORCE *0.015 / ARC / 8. CAMERON, C. W.*DMS-DR-2007 
-
3.5HWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0* *AND TRIM CAPABILI 7.3 - *ARC - *LAONT /NR *MARCH, 1973
147 /*15 SCALE ODCEL NOe *TY, COMPONENT INC* * 3.5-FOOT HYPER*T. L. MULKEY
OA4 -RTH AMERICAN ROCK* *REMENTAL EFFECTS * * *SCNIC WIND TUN/t. R.- WRGAN *
CR-128,7604 ELL SPACE SHUTTL* * *Q EL *-DMS
4CE CBITER IN THE * * * *
#4NASA/ARC 3.5 FOOT* * * * * *
*HYFERSONIC wIND
*TUNNEL
LARC - *STATIC STABILITY 4R ATP ORBITER *AEROYNAMIC STABIFIORCE 4"l.0075 / '-ARC I T. BLACKSTOCK /LA40MS-DR-2008
CFHT - *AND PERFORMANCE C* *LITY AND PERFORMA* *10.3 - *LARC - RC *JAN., 1973
09 /HARACTERISTICS COF* NCE AT HYPERSCNIC* * *CONTINUOUS-FLOV. W. SPARKS
MA4 *THE A.T.P. ORBIT * MACH NO. OF 10 44 HYPERSONIC T*J. R. ZILER *
CR-12,7S51*ER AT MH=10.3 U* N * *tkNEL *-OMS *
LARC - *STATIC STABILITY 4NR ATP ORBITER *AERODYNAMIC STABI cORCE *0.0075 / *LARC / T. BLACKSTOCK 
ILA*OMS-DR-2008
CFHT - *AND PERFORMANCE C* *LITY AND PERFORMA* *10.3 - LARC - RC 
*REVISION 01
89 . /4ARACTERISTICS OF* *NCE AT HYPERSCOIC * *CCONTINUOUS-FLOV. W. SPARKS *MAY, 1973
MA4 *THE A.T.P. ORBIT * *MACH NO. OF 10 * 4W HYPERSONIC T*J. R. ZILER *





WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
-- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - -
-- - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- 
- - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- ------------------------
* * 4 4 * MODEL 4 . COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 4 SCALE* TESTING * TEST ODS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE -* TEST #MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSCNNEL ~OR COMMENTS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARC - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA*SHUTTLE ORBITER OGGEOMETRIC VARIATI4FORCE *.015 / *ARC / 4. BRCONSON /ARC CHMS-DR-2009
GSWT - *CTERISTICS OF THE*A3 *CN, LONGITUDINAL * . 40.6 - ARC - - T. PAINE /NR *JUNE, 1973
650 /*ROCKELL INTERNA * *AND LATERAL-DIREC* *2.0 *6-FOOT BY 6-FO*B. J. FRICKEN *
OA3 *TIONAL ORBITER OA* *TIONAL STABILITY * *4 OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS
CR-i2B,761*3 AT MACH NUMBERS*# EFFECTS . W*4 IND TUNNEL
FROCM 0.6 TO 2.0 *
MSFC - *CETERMINATION OFC *R ATP ORBITER/TAAEROOYNAMIC CHARAVFORCE *0.00 4 / MSFC / *P. RAMSEY / MSFC *DMS-DR-20110
14TWT - *THE AERODYNAMIC IIK AND SRMS ON AN*CTERISTICS DURING* *1.60 - *MSFC - *- R. BUCHHOLZ /LM*MAY, 1973
545 /4NTERFERENCE BEThEID OFF *SEPARATION * *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*SC - E. ALLEN /RI*
IAtB *EN THE SPACE SHUT* * , IC WIND TUNNEL- .J. DEHART/NSI
CR-120,l60r*TLE ORBITER, EXTE* *V. W. SPARKS .
*RNAL TANK, AND S ' " * * * *J. R. ZILER
*LID ROCKET DOOSTE* * *-DMS
*R CN A 0.004 SCAL*
e ASCENT CCt*FIGUR* * *
*ATION * *
MSFC - *SPACE SHUTTLE (AT*NR ATP ORBITER/EX*BASELINE SEPARATIFIORCE *0.004 / M*SFC / *J. RAMPY /NSI - K*CMS-DR-2011
14TVT - 4V CONFIGURATION) *TEkNAL TANK AND SOJN 0*-.9 - MSFC - . BLACKWELL / MSF*APRIL, 1973
558 /*ABORT STAGING INV*RBS * *2.0 *14-INCH TRISON*C - E. ALLEN /RI *
MA9F 'ESTIGATICN * IC WIND TUNNEL*- I. FOSSLER/MSC *
CR-120,089 * * * 4V. W. SPARKS
S* ** J. R. ZILER
S* * * *-DMS
MSFC - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA*SRB(PRR) *DETERMINE STATIC VFORCE 0.0 049 / *MSFC / JOSH JOHNSON /MSF*CMS-DR-O212
14TWT - *CTERISTICS OF A 1* *AERODYNAMIC CHARA* 1-1.6 - SFC - *C - W. 0. RADFORD*APRIL, 1973
554 /*62-INCH DIAMETER * *CTERISTICS OF 162* *3.48 *14-INCH TRISON*/NSI - J. RAMPY /*
SAIF *SOLID ROCKET BO)0S* *-INCH DIAMETER SR* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*NSI*
CR-120,090*TER WITH AND WITH* B (PRR) WITH AND W* *V . W. SPARKS
OUT STRAKES * *ITHOUT STRAKES * * J. R. ZILER
* * . * * * *-DMS
* * * ~ *. *
WIND TUNNEL TEST / .DMS DATA PROCESSING
-------------------------------------- ------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* * * * C*MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF . SCALE* TESTING * TEST OHS *PUBLICATIONS
10 * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *HACH RANGE* AGENCY • PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
-------- ,-- - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - -- - - -- - -- 
- - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- 
--------
LARC - *RESULTS OF SUPERSONR PRR-SSV ORBITE*SUPERSC IC AERODY'FORCE *0.015 / LARC / *8. SPENCER, R. ME*DMS-DR-2014
UPWT - JONIC TESTS IN THE*R *NAMIC CHARACTERIS *2.5 - LARC - *NELL-/NR *MARCH, 1973
1007 /At.ARC UNITARY PLA * *TICS * *4.6 *UNITARY PLAN W*J. E. VAUGHN *
OAT *~N WIND TUNNEL ON * *CONTROL EFFECTIVE* *IND TUNNEL. 8. J. FRICKEN *
CR-128,753*A .015 SCALE MOCE* NESS * * -DMS *
*4. NR-PRR SPACE SH* *~tCEL CCMFP- ENT E* * * * *
*UTTLE ORBITER *FFECTS * * * * *
*, * '*1ING AREA-THICKNE* * * *
* ~*SS SURVEYS *r * * *
LTV - *AEROOYNAMIC RESUL'NASA SSV ORBITER 9EFFECTS OF BSRM S;FORCE 43.0075 / LTV / P. ROMERE, C. ZIE*DMS-OR-2015
HSWT - *TS CF SEPARATION *ON NR ECHT WITH S4PARATICN CN LONG , 2.4 - MSC / GLER /MSC *VOLUME 01
458 /*TESTS IN THE VOUG*INGLE BSRM *ITUDINAL AND LATE* *4.39 *LTV - *J. RILEY, J.S. PR*JULY, 1973
IA4 4T AERONAUTICS 4X* *RAL-OIRECTICNAL S* IGH SPEED WIN*IGGE /ROCKWELL
CR-0,091-4FT HSWT ON A .0t* *TABILITY AND CONT* * *0 TUNNEL *J. E. VAUGHN
*75 SCALE ROCKWELL* *ROL CHARACTERISTI** * . J. FRICKEN
*INTERNATICNAL-AT * *CS **-MS *
4P SHUTTLE INTEGRA* * * * * * *
*TED VEHICLE * * ' * *
LTV - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL#JASA SSV ORBITER *FFECTS OF BSRM SQ ORCE *0.0075 / MSC / 3P. ROMERE, C. ZIE*DMS-DR-2015
HSWT - *TS OF SEPARATICN 'ON NR ECHT WITH S*EPARATICN ON LCNG* *2.4 - LTV - *GLER /MSC - J. RI*VOLUHE 02
458 /*TESTS ON THE OUG*INGLE BSRM *ITUDINAL AND LATE* *4.39 *HIGH SPEED WIN*LEY, J. S. PRIGGE*JULY, 1973
IA4 HT AERCNAUTICS 4F* *RAL-DIRECTICNAL S* D l T*NEL */ROCKWELL
CR-t12,091*T X 4FT HSWT ON A* *TABILITY AND CCNT,* * J. E. VAUGHN
*.0075 SCALE ROCK * *RCL CHARACTERISTI* 46. . J. FRICKEN
krELL INTERNATIONA* *CS * * *-CHMS
*L-ATP SHUTTLE INT* * * * *
*EGRATED VEHICLE *
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF INVEST*NR ATP ORBITER *SUBSONIC AERODYNAFORCE *1.0405 / NR / R. MENNELL /NR 4OMS-OR-2016
LSWT - *IGATIONS CN A 0.0* *MIC CHARACTERISTI* *0.165- ANRLAD - R. SINGELLTON * APRIL, 1973
689 /405 SCALE MODEL A* *CS *0 .26 *LOW SPEED WIND*-DMS
OAZ *TP VERSION CF THE* * * * * TUNNEL * *
CR-120,092*NR-SSV ORBITER IN* * * * *
*THE NORTH AMERIC * * * *
*AN AERCNWAUTICAL L* *
*ABDRATORY LOW SPE* * * * * *
*EO WIND TUNNEL * * * *
, * * * * *. * *
- - -- - - -
- -
- - -- -
- ' - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
--" 
. . . . . . . . . . .
- -.. 
. . . .. 
-- 
" • --- 
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
WIND TUNNEL TEST / OHS DATA PROCESSING
-- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- -- - -
- - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - ---------------- 
----
,L------- - - -
* MODEL COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CCONFIGURATIONS 
TEST TYPE CF * SCALE* TESTING 
TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
10 * REPORT TITLE * TESTED PURPOSE TEST 








NRLAD - *RESULTS OF INVEST'NR ATP ORBITER *SUBSONIC AEROOYNAFORCE *0.0405 / 
*NR / #R. KINGSLAND /NR *DMS-DR-2017
LSWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0* *HIC CHARACTERISTI* *0.165- *NRLAD 
- R. SINGELLTON *APRIL, 1973
690 /4 4o SCALE tODEL P9 *CS *N.26 *LCO SPEED WIND*-DHS
OA5 *RR VERSION OF THE** *TUNNEL
CR-123,8514NR-SSV ORBITER IN9 --- * * * *
*THE NORTH AHERIC * * *
*AN AERONAUTICAL L* * * 
9
*ABORATORY LC SPE* * * * 
*
*ED WIND TUNNEL : ' * 
*
NRLAD - *CROSS WIND LOADS *ATP LAUNCH CCNFIG*CROSSWIND LOADS 4FORCE *l.01925 / 4WR 
/ *LS. KATO Y At U DHS-DR-2018
LSWT - *INVESTIGATION CF *URATION * *.1.069- N*RLAD 
- IT. L. MULKEY *JUNE, 1973
693 /*A .01925 SCALE HMO* * *1.25. 4LOc SPEED 
WIND*S. W. BRO"
IA3 *CEL OF THE ATP-SS* *TUNNEL 
-DMS
CR-128,755*V LAUNCH CcNFIGUR* * . *
*ATIC*
NRLAD - LOW SPEED LCONGITU*ATP AND PRR ORBIT*INVESTIGATE C
O NFI ORCE *K0.0405 / NLR R. B. KINGSLAND/R*OMS-DR-
2 0 19
LSWT - 40INAL AND LATERALER *GURATICON VARIABLE* 0.165- 4NRLAD -
CKELL *JUN.E, 1973
694 /*STABILITY CHARAC 
NS TO IPROVE TOVUC* *1.26 *LOW SPEED WIND*T. L. HULKEY
OA6 *TERISTICS COF A PR*# HDOWN LIFT * * TUNNEL 
*D. A. SARVER
CR-128,756,WRR SHUTTLE ORBIT* *CAPABILITIES 
* * 
-DMS -
*ER CONFIGURATION * * . * * *
NRLAD - *LOW SPEED INVESTI*PRR ORBITER OCPTIMIZE PRR PLAN'FORCE 0.0405 / NR / 
R. B. KINGSLAND, *CHSDR-2020
LSWT - *GATIC OF THE PRR* 'CEORM WING IN AND 
*, 1.16 - WRLAD. - *L. KATOJ /RI *JUNE, 1973
696 /PLANFORH WING BO * 4iOUT OF GROUND EFF* *0.26 *LCC SPEED WIN9D. 
A. SARVER
OA9 *TH IN AND OUT COF * ECT 
*TUNNEL -DMS






NRLAD - *PRESSURE LOADS AN*-89A ORBITER 3PRESSURE LOADS DA4PRESSURE 0.2 *NR / 
.. MENNELL /ROCKI OMS-DR-2021
LSWT - *0 AERODYNAMIC FOR* *TA IN GROUND EFFE* 
*1, 2 0DRLAD - 'CLL ZVOLUME 01
699 /#CE INFORMATION FO* *CT *LL.OW SPEED WIND*H. 
C. ZIMMERLE eNV. 1973
OA4 *R THE -89A SPACE * *TUNNEL 
*-DMS
CR-128,758#SHUTTLE ORBITER C* * * * * 
* '
OCONFIGURATION




4 9 9 a rgI
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DHS DATA PROCESSING
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S * * * I~MOEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
to * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * *TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
----------------------------------------- -- -- -- ------ -- --- 
-- ---- --- -- ---- -- -- -- - - -- ---
NRLAD - *PRESSURE LOADS AN*-89A WPRESSURE LOADS DA4PRESSURE * .2 - *NR / *R. MENNELL /ROCKW*OMS-DR-20I2
LSWT - *0 AEROODYNAMIC FOR* *TA IN GROUND EFFE* 0.2 N4RLAD - *ELL *VOCLUME 02
699 /*CE INFRMATION FO* *CT * LCW SPEED WIND*H. C. ZIMMERLE XOCT., 1973
OA45 *R THE -89A SPACE 4 ** *TUNNEL *-ODMS
CR-128,758SHUTTLE ORBITER C* * * * * *
CNFIGURATICN * *
NRLAD - AERCODYNAMIC CHARA*ROCKELL INTERNAT*LCGITUDINAL AND *VORCE *0.t1405 / NR / R. B. KINGSLAND /*0MS-DR-202
LSWT - *CTERISTICS CF THE*IONAL -898 ORBITE*LATERAL-DIRECTICN* *.16 - RLA - *RI JUNE, 1973
698 /*ROCKWELL INTERNA *R *AL STABILITY LEVE* *.26 *LOW SPEED WIND*T. L. MULKEY
OAt *TIONAL -89B SPACE* #LS * * *TUNNEL *S. W. BRO*N
CR-128,759SHUTTLE ORBITER * * *-CMS
*CCWFIGURATION * *
LARC - *STATIC AEROGYNAMI*4O-100 ORBITER 4CETERMINE HYPERSOtORCE 0.0L150 / LARC / D. STONE /LARC *DMS-DR-2023
22HT - *C CHARACTERISTICS* NIC PERFORMANCE, * - 20.30- L-ARC - V. W. SPARKS *JUNE, * 1973
411 /*AND OIL FLOW AND * p*STATIC STABILITY * *20.30 *22-INCH HELIUM*D. A. SARVER
LA2 *ELECTRCN BEAM * AND CCNTR. *TUNNEL *-DMS
CR-128,763*RESULTS OF A o0.00L EFFECTIVENESS AND**
*5 SCALE MOCEL LAN* *EXAMINE FLOW ADO * * *
*GLEY CONCEPT SPAC* *UT THE LO-100 CRB* * *a *
CE SHUTTLE ORBITER* *ITER * *
*(LO-100). AT A MAC* * - * *
H NUMBDER OF 20.3* * * * *
ARC - 4.WIND TUNNEL TEST *040A SPACE SHUTTL*STABILITY AND CONCFORCE *0.019 / *ARC / R. B. HARDIN /RI *DMS-DR-2024
IITWT - 4CF THE 0.019 (040C INTEGRATED VEHI*TROL DATA, WING P*FRESSURE *0..9 - *ARC - *T. L. MULKEY *AUGUST, 1973
686 /*A) JET PLUME SPAC*CLE . *RESSURE AND NOZZL* *1.2 *11-FOOT TRANSO*W. M. HALE
IA" *C SHUTTLE INTEGRA* *E PRESSURE DISTRI* * 9NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
CR-128,766*TED VEHICLE IN TH* *8UTICNS * * L (UNITARY) * *
*E ARC 11-FOOT UNI* * 4 * *
*TARY WIND TUNNEL* * * * * *
MSFC - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA*142-INCH DIAMETER*CETERMINATION OF *ORCE *0.00563 / *MSFC / *JOSH 0. JOHNSON /*DMS-DR-20t25
14TWT - *CTERISTICS CF A I*SRB WITH AND WIT *STATIC AERCCYNAMI* *0.6 - *MSFC - NASA/MSFC *MAY, 1973
565 /42-INCH DIAMETER *HOUT STRAKES *C FORCES AND MOME* *3.48 *14-INCH TRISONc*~J ALTER D. RACFORD*
SA3F *SOLID ROCKET 4 *NTS WITH COM-CONEN * *IC WIND TUNNEL*/NSI *
CR-128,767*800STER WITH AND * *T BUILD-UP * *' *V. W. SPARKS *
4,ITHOUT STRAKES * * *A. T. KAVANAUGH 4
S* * * * *-DMS *
* * * * 4
F
---------------- T-------- ---- -- -- - - -- -- --- ;--- -- --- -- -- -- -T P -- - -- - - - -
WIND TUNNEL TEST / OMS OATA PROCESSING
------------------- ,, -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------
* * . * *HOCEL * 4 COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TES'T DHS *PUBLICATIONS
to * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MSFC - *ARCOYNAMIC INVEST*MCR 0074 BASELINE*DETERMINE THE EFF4FORCE *0.004 / *MSFC / *PAUL RAMSEY/MSFC *D.S-DR-2026
14TWT - *IGATIO S ON A t0.OtLAUNCH VEHICLE ECTS OF MOCEL PAR* *0.6 2- 4HSFC - *- H. K. RCBERTSONSEPT.. 1973
566 /*04 SCALE MODEL HC* *AMETRIC VARIATION* *.2 *14-INCH TRISON*/NORTHRCC
IA31F *R '.174 *S ON AERODYNAMIC * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*V. W. SPARKS *
CR-128,7786*ASELINE SPACE SH*e STATIC STABILITY ** *B. W. MYERS
*UTTLE LAUNCH VEHI* *CHARACTERISTCS OV*4 * -DMS
*CLE AT MACH NO. B ER A MACH NO. RAN* . *
*ETIEEN E CF 0.6 TO 4.96*
*0..6 AND 4.96 * * * * * *
MSFC - *RESULTS OF A STAT*2A ORBITER *CETERMINE STATIC *FORCE * 0.004 / *MSFC / 4:.C. ALLEN, T. TUCMS-DR-2029
14TWT - *IC STABILITY AND ,2A ORBITER WITH S*STABILITY AND CCON *10.6 - *MSFC - *TTLE, T. FOSTER /*MAY, 1973
568 /*CONTRCOL EFFECTIVE*YMETRICAL WING *TROL EFFECTIVENES* *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*RCCKWELL
OA47 *NESS INVESTIGATI CRBITER BUILDUP *S * * IC WIND 
TUNNEL*J. E. VAUGHN *
CR-128,65*INVESTIGATICN OF ** 4 6 . R. FMORGAN
*A 0.004 SCALE ZA ** *-CMS
'CRBITER IN THE MA* *
*RSHALL SPACE * * * *
FLIGHT CENTER TRI* * * * *
*SCNIC WIND TUNNEL* * *
*(MACH= 0.6 - 4.9
NRLAD - *AERCOYNAMIC CHARA*-89B ROCKWELL INT*AFT-END CC'OFIGURAFORCE ,0.0405 / NR / R. B. KINGSLAND /*DMS-DR-2130
LSWT - *CTERISTICS CF VAR :RNATICNAL SPACE *TION EFFECTS N L* *0.16 - NRLAD - RI AUGUST, 1973
700 /IOUVS AFT-END CONF*SHUTTLE ORBITER *IFT, DRAG AND PIT * *LOCW SPEED WIND*T. L. MULKEY
0A14 *IGURATICNS CF THE* *CHING Wt.-ENT * TUNNEL .V. H. HALE *
128,768 *ROCKWELL INTERNA * * * *-DMS
CR-128,768TICNAL -89B SPACE* * * * * *
*SHUTTLE COBITER * * * * * * *.
LARC - *HYPERSCNIC PERFOR*LO-100 ORBITER 4ELEVON AND BODY F*"ORCE 0.010 / LARC / *PETER T. BERNOT /*DMS-DR-O31
CFHT - MANCE, STABILITY * *LAP EFFECTIVENESS* *10.3 - *LARC - *LARC *JUNE, 1973
85 /*AND CONTRCL CHARA* C * . ONTINUOUS-FLC V. W. SPARKS
LA3 *CTERISTICS CF A 0* * *W HYPERSONIC T*S. W. BRCN
CR-228,769*.010 SCALE MOCEL * * *UNNEL *-DMS *
PTIF A LANGLEY CONC* * * * * *
*EPT SPACE SHUTTLE*
."RBITER











OC---------EL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CO 3GURATIONS U TEST 
* TYPE C SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS 
*PUBLICATIONS
*0  REPORT TITLE * TSTED * PURPOSE * 
TEST *MHACH RANGE* AGENCY PERSONNEL *R COMHENTS
SREPR--T TTLE -- ----------------------..........-------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS-t*l'OTS - TO OBTAIN 
AERODYNWFORCE * 0.030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, 
SPANGLERCMS-DR-
2O 3 2
TWTT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU * 0.6 - *ARC */RI VLLUHE 
01
g6SWT - *E AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE C 1.4 *1i-FOOT TRANSH. 
C. ZIMMERLE 4*NV., 1973
M7 /*CENTER UNITARY * * * *4:,IC 
WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * *L (UNITARY) F
OA12 ION AN O.030-SCAL ** *8 -FOOT BY 7-FO*
CR-l28.794*E *OCEL OF THE SP* 
40T SLPERScONIC *
*ACE SHUTTLE * * A*41NO TUNNEL (U**
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* 
* * * '*NITARY) *
ERMINE AERCCYNAMI* * * * * # *
C LOADS * * * *
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN4*CORCE 0.030 / ARC / GILLENS, 
SPANGLER*OMS-DR-20
32
11TWT - A12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU * 
0.6 - .ARC - /R I *VOLUME i02
8TSWT - 94HE AMES RESEARCH * 4NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOT TRANSO*. 
C. ZIMMERLE @NOV., 1973
70? /*CENTER UNITARY L* * * '@NIC WIND 
TUNNE*-DHS
IA9 * PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * 3- (UNITARY) * 7
0A12 C~N AN 0.030-SCAL * S *8-FOROT BY 7-FOC 
CR-128,7944E M3CEL OF THE SP* * * T SULFERSCNIC *
*ACE SHUTTLE 
W . 1ND TUNNEL (U
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* 4 * * '*ITARY) *
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * *
C LOADS * * * *
ARC - *RESUL-TS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYNFORCE * 0.030 / ARC *GILLENS, 
SPANGLERCMS-DR-20M 
3
11TWT - o OA12 AND 1A9 IN T*. AMIC LOADS ON LAU* 0.6 - *ARC - /RI 
*VLLUHE 03
SWT r - *HE AMES RESEARCH N* ICH VEHICLE *1.4 *I-FOOT TRANSOH. 
C. IM ERLE )CT., 1973
707 /*CENTER UNITARY * 
: * * *4J1C WIND TUNNE*-DMHS
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * L (UNITARY) $* -
OA2 ON AN 0.030-SCAL * 
S * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*
CR-t128.94*E MODEL OF THE SP* IOT SUPERSONIC * *
*ACE SHUTTLE * * WIND TUNNEL (U*
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET** *NITARY)
*CRMINE AERODYNAMI* * * *
*C LOADS * * *
* -* .* 
* * 
*
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - -------
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING"
--,,---------,---------------- ----------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -7- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - -- - - - - -
* * * * *MODEL * * COGNI ANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATICNS * TEST * TYPE COF SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
1O * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
---------------------------------------------
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0.030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032
ItTWT - OA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0.6 - *ARC - */RI *VOLUME 04
s7SWT - *HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSOIH. C. ZIMMERLE *DEC., 1973
707 /*CENTER UNITARY * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* L* * *  (UNITARY) * *
OA12 *CtJ AN 0.030-SCAL * * * 8-FOOT BY 7-FO *
CR-128,794*E MCCEL COF THE SP* T* * * T SUPERSNIC * *
*ACE SHUTTLE * * * 1IND TUNNEL (U* *
*VEHICLE 2A TO CET* * * * *NITARY) *
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * *
C LOADS * * * * * * *
ARC - *RESULTS CF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN'PRESSURE O. 0.030 / *ARC / GILLENS, SPANGLER*CMS-DR-2032
11TW4T - ICA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU * 0.6 - *ARC - */RI *VOLUME 05
87SWT - *HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO H. C. ZIMMERLE *CEC., 1973
707 /*CENTER UNITARY * * * NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * L (UNITARY) * *
OAtZ lCN AN 0.030-SCAL * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FOC *
CR-IZ,7r94*E WXEL CF THE SP* * * OT SUPERSCNIC * *
*ACE SHUTTLE * * * * '-4IND TUNNEL (L *
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * *N' NITARY) * *
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * *
C LOADS * * * *
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYNWPRESSURE * 0.030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*OMS-DR-2032
11TWT - 0A12 AND IA9 IN T* AHMIC LOADS ON LALU4 * 0.6 - *ARC - */RI *VOLUE 06
675WT - *HE AMES RESEARCH * 'NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO.kH. C. ZIMMERLE *DEC., 1973
707 /*CENTER UNITARY * * * ''NIC -WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
IA9 P1LAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * *L (UNITARY) * *
OA12 'ONW AN O.030-SCAL * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO *
CR-128,794*E MOCEL CF THE SP* *.* * * 'T SUPERSONIC *
*ACE SHUTTLE A* * * * *IND TUNNEL (U* *
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET * * *NITARY)
ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * *
*C LOADS *
---------------------- ---------------------- """"" ,,,,,, ---------------------------------------
WIND TUNNEL TEST / OHS DATA PROCESSING
------------------------------------------------------ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
* * * * *MOEL * COGNIZANT 
* BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS* TEST * TYPE OF + SCALE* 
TESTING * TEST CMS *PUBLICATIONS
toD * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * 
TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY *+ PERSONNEL OR COMMENTS
--- --- --- 
-- - - --- --- 
--- - - - -
- - - - - - -
-- - - - - -
- - - - - -
-- - - - - -
- - - - - - ------- 
----- "-- --
ARC - *RESULTS COF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE 
* 0.30 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER
C MS- R-203 2
1lTWT - 0OAi1 AND 1A9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0.6 -
*ARC - /R *VOLcTUME 07
75WST - 4E AMES RESEARCH * CH VEHICLE * 
*1.4 * 1-FOOT TRANSO H. C. ZIMMERLE *DEC., 1973
7n? /*CENTER UNITARY * 
N* *IC WIND TUNNE*-DMS.
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* '* * 
*L (UNITARY) * *
OA1Z ON AN 0.030-SCAL * * *8-FOOT 
BY 7-FO
CR-128,794*E MOCEL OF THE SP* * * ** OT SUPERSONIC 
* *
*ACE SHUT;LE * * *4INO TUNNEL 
(U
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * *, *NITARY) * *
'ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * *
*C LOADS * * * * *
* * 
* * * *
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYNPRESSURE * 0.030 
/ *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-OR-2032
111WT - 4oAIZ AM IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0.6 -
*ARC 9/RI *VXI.LUME 08
875WT - *HE AMES RESEARCH * '*CH VEHICLE * *1.4 
*11-FOOT TRANSO*H. C. ZIMMERLE 4CEC., 1973
m /*CENTER UNITARY * N* IC WIND 
TUNNE*-CMS *
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * .L (UNITARY) * 
*
OA12 I*ON AN 0.030-SCAL * * , * *8-FOOT 
BY 7-FOx *
CR-128,7944 MOCEL OF THE SP* * * * OT SUPERSONIC * 
*
*ACE SHUTTLE * * * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* *
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* . , * ITARY) *
4ERMINE AEROYNAMI* * * 9.
*C LOADS * * * *
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO COBTAIN AERODYNLPRESSURE * 0.030 / 
*ARC / GILLENS, SPANGLER0MS-DR-tS132
11TWT - COA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAL * 0.6 
- *ARC - /RI *VOLUME 09
O8SWT - 4HE AMES RESEARCH * 'NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSCOH. 
C. ZIMMERLE *JAN., 1974
Ti /*CENTER UNITARY * * * *NIC WIND 
TUNNE*-DMS ' *
IA9 WPLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * 
. (UNITARY) *
OAIZ *ON AN 0.030-SCAL 9 * 9' *8-FOOT BY 7-FO( *
CR-128,794*E MODEL CV THE SP* OT SUPERSCONIC * 
*
*ACE SHUTTLE * * * IND TUNNEL (UL *
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* - - * * * *NITARY) * *
*ERMINE AEROOYNAMI* * * * *
*C LOADS * * * * * *
**. 
* * , -
WIND T" -i . i ;t-S OATA PROCESSING
S* * * *MOCEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST' * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 8 TEST OMS 
*PUBLICATIONS
tI * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *HACH RANGE* 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AEROOYN*FRESSURE * 0.030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, 
SPANGLER *MS-DR-2032
1lTWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU** 0.6 - *ARC -
*/RI *VOLUME 1o
s7SWT - "HE AMES RESEARCH * *4NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*H. C. ZIMMERLE *JAN., 
1974
707 /*CENTER UNITARY ** * NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * L (UNITARY) *
OA12 CON AN 0.030-SCAL * - * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO**
CR-128,7944E MODEL CF THE SP* * 'CIT SUPERSONIC *
*ACE SHUTTLE * * * *X4IND TUNNEL (U*
*VEHICLE 2A TO CET* * *NITARY) *
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * *
C LOADS * * * *
ARC - *RESULTS CF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AEROOYN*PRESSUI *X 0.030 / *ARC 
/ GILLENS, SPANGLER*CMS-DR-2032
11TIT - a0412 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAUP * 0.6 - *ARC - /RI 
VOLUME 11
r7SWT - *HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO I. C. ZIMMERLE 
*JAN., 1974
707 /*CENTER UNITARY * * * NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* *L (UNITARY) *
OA12 XON AN O.030-SCAL ** *8-FOOT BY 7-FO~
CR-128,794*E MODEL OF THE SP* . SZT SUPERSCONIC **
*ACE SHUTTLE * * * * XJIND TUNNEL (U
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET NITARY) _
ERMI NE AERODYNAMI* * * * *
C LOADS * * * * *
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYNWPRESSURE 110.030 / ARC 
*GILLENS, SPANGLERDMS-DR-2032
11rTw - 40A12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAL0 * 0.6 - *ARC -
*/RI VOLUME 12
87TWT - *E AMES RESEARCH * 4lNCH VEHICLE *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSOH. C. ZIMMERLE 
*JAN., 1974
707 /*CENTER UNITARY * * jIC WIND TUNNE*-OMS
IA9 4;PLAN WIND TUNNELS** * (UNITARY) *
OAI 2 cN AN 0.030-SCAL * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO
CR-128,?94*E MODEL CF THE SP* * * 40OT SUPERSCINIC *
*ACE SHUTTLE * * .- ' M4IND TUNNEL (U*
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET** *NITARY) * *
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * *
*C LOADS * * * * " *
---- 
- - ---------------------------------- 
-------------- 
------------------------------------
WIND TUNNEL TEST / CMS DATA PROCESSING
* * * 
*MOCEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE 
CF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST CMS *PULICATIONS





LARC - *SUPERSONIC STABIL*LO-100 ORBITER *SUPERSONIC STABIL4FORCE * 0.01 / *LARC / .
R . S TCON E / LARC,B.*CMS-CR - L2 O 33
ULT - *ITY AND CONTROL C* *ITY CHARACTERISTI* 1.5 - ARC - SPENCER/NR *JULY, 
1973
995 / qARACTERISTICS OF* *CS * *4.63 *UNITARY PLAN AR. SINGELLTCI *
1014 /*A LANGLEY CCONCEP *IND TUNNEL *-MS
LA4 *T SPACE SHUTTLE O * **
CR-128,772RBITER AT MACH 1.* * * * * *
*5 TO 4.63 * * * *
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC AND F*DOUBLE DELTA WING*LCNGITUDINAL AND FORCE *,.004 / LARC / /.C. WOIDS, DAVIDCMS-CR-2034
z2HT - *LOW VISUALIZATICN"MBITER I*LATERAL-DIRECTC 
*20.3 - *LARC - *R. STCE, JAMES *JULY 1973
405 /*STUDIES ON A SPA * *AL CHARACTERISTIC* 
. - *22-INCH HELIUM*P. ARRINGTON /LAR*
LA22 *CE SHUTTLE CONCEP* *S, AND CONTROL EF * *TUNNEL *C V
CR-128,764*T WITH A DOUBLE D* IFECTIVENESS AS E*Z * *J. E. VAUGHN
4ELTA WING ORBITER* 9tL AS FLOW VISUAL* *S. W. BROJN
*AT A MACH NUMBER * *IZATION STUDIES -DMS
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC AND F*LARC L-100 ORBITMCEFINE THE EFFECT*FORCE
'  
.0040 / *LARC / *AVID R. STONE /N* MS-CR-2036
22HT -4C4WVISUALIZATICNER *S CF WING-FILLET 
*2 0.3 )LARC - *ASA LARC *AUGUST, 19173
413 /*ST WIES ASSCIATA* *ANO WING LEADING- * 
* 22-INCH HELIUM*D. E. POUCHER
LAS EOD WITH VARIATICO* EDGE SWEEP ANGLES * *TUNNEL *-DMS 
t
CR-128,r5*4S IN THE GEOMETRY* *AT HYPERSONIC SPL* * * 
*
*OF THE FORWARD P * DS *
CORTION OF IRREGUL* * * * * *
*AR PLANFORM WINGS* * * * * *
*AT A MACH NUMBER *
2.3 * * * * 
* *
LARC - *SURFACE ROUCHNESS*NAR 089-B-139 ORB*SURFACE RUGH NESS 
f ORCE * 0.0188 / LARC / *G.M. WARE, . SPECMS-DR-2040
STPT - *EFFECTS CON THE T *ITER *EFFECTS CN TRANS 
*  .35- *LARC - NCER /LARC *AUGUST, 1973
6.4 /*RANS'INIC AERCDYNA* tIC AERCCYNAMICS* * 1.2 *8-FODT 
TRANSCONi. R. 4 GAN *
LAe *MICS CF THE ROCKW *IC PRESSURE TU8. W. MYERS
CR-128,rT3ELL INTERNATICAL* *NNEL *-OMS
089B-139 ORBITER * * *
* * 




WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------
SI a * *MOCEL * * COGNIZANT 
* BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * 
TEST OHS *PUBLICATIONS
10D REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * 
PERSONNEL OR COMMENTS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------"-- 7 ------ _,,,_,___,,----,
LARC - *TRANSONIC AEROODYNLARC LO-10i ORBIT*TRANSONIC AEROOYNVFORCE *1.010 / LARC / 
BERNARD SPENCER,J*CMS-DR
- 2041
STPT - *AMIC CHARACTERIST4ER (SHIPS) *AMIC CHARACTERIST* *0.35 - *LARC - *R. /NASA LARC 4TXT., 
1973
644 /*ICS ASSOCIATED WI* *ICS ASSOCIATED WI* *1.2 *G-FOOT 
TRANSOND. E. POUCHER
LA7 *TH VARIATIONS IN * *TH VARIATIONS IN * IC 
PRESSURE TU*-DMS
CR-128.781*THE GECOMETRY OF T* *THE GEOMETRY CF To * NNEL
*HE FORWARD FORTIO* #HE FORWARD FORTIO * * *
*N OF IRREGULAR PL* 0N CF IRREGULAR PL* * * *
*ANFORM WINGS * *ANFORM WINGS * * *
LARC - *HEAT TRANSFER DAT*RSI TILESiORBITER HEAT TRANSFER DAT*HEAT-TRANS*1.00 / LARC / *C. 
B. JOHNSON /LA*DMS-DR-2043
8VDHT - *A TO CAVITIES BET* .*A FOR RSI TILES * *8.0 - QLARC - *RC *JUNE, 1973
624 /~U4EN SI4AULATED RS * *MACH 8 VARIABLW. M. HALE
LAI 1 TILES AT MACH 8* A *E-DENSITY HYPE*-DMS
CR-128,770**,** *RSCNIC TUNNEL 
* *
ARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*SHUTTLE ORBITER 2*CETERMINE LCNGITLfORCE *.015 / *ARC 
/ OR.RIS D. MILAM/R*CMS-DR-2044
3.SHWT - *IGATIONS ON A I.0WA 0DINAL AND LATERAL* *5.27 - *ARC -
CKWELL *.CT., 1973
157 /15-SCALE MODCEL 2A* *-DIRECTIONAL STAB* *7.32 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*JACK 
A. MELLENTHI*
OA11A CCONFIGURATIN OF * *ILITY 
* SCNIC WIND TUNN/NASA AMES *
CR-128,786*THE ROCKWELL INT 4* 4ESTABLISH TRIM CA * EL *B. J. FRICKEN
4ERNATICNAL SPACE * )*ABILITY * *-DMS
*SHUTTLE ORBITER I*
*N THE NASA/AMES R* *
*ESEARCH CENTER 3.* * *
*5 FOOT HYPERSCtNIC* .
/I ND TUNNEL * * * * * *
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF INVEST*ROCKVELL SSV ORBI4OBTAIN SIX COMPON',+ORCE *1.0405 / 4R / D.G.WALSTAD 
/NR *CMS-DR-2045
LSWT - *IGATICNS (OA18) O*TER *ENT. FORCE DATA AN* *0.16 - *NRLAD - D. E. POUCHER 
*SEPT., 1973
704 /*V A 0.0405 SCALE * 40 ELEVJ HINGE MO* *.26 *LOW SPEED 
WIND*-DMS
OA18 0tCEL OF THE 2A A* *IENT DATA * TULNEL *
CR-128,794*ND 3 SPACE SHUTTL* * * * "
4E ORBITER CONFIGUA* * *
*RATICONS IN THE NO* * * *
*RTH AMERICAN AERO* .* * * *
*NAUTICAL LAORATO** * * *
*RY LOW SPEED WINCD * *
*TUNNEL AT M = 0. * * * "
*26 AND 0.16 * *
* * * 
* * .* * 
*
WIND TUNNEL TEST / cMS DATA PROCESSING
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------
* * . * HMOEEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST 9 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10 * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL 
*OR COMMENTS
LARC - *AEROCYNAMIC STABI*LARC LO-100 ORBIT*TRANSONIC AEROOYNSFORCE *.35 - *LARC / *BERNARD SPENCER,J*MCS-
D R-2046
8TPT - *LITY-AND CONTROL OCR *AHIC PERFORMANCE,* *1.2 *LARC - *R. /NASA LARC *AUGUST, 1973
648 /*CHARACTERISTICS o *STABILITY AND CON* * *8-FOOT TRANSON*O. E. POUCHER *
LAIT F A LANGLEY CONCE* *TROL AND CONTRO * * *IC PRESSURE TUS-DMS *
CR-128,776*PT SPACE SHUTTLE * *EFFECTIVENESS * * *NNEL * *
*CORBITER (LO-10) * * * * * * *
*AT MACH NUMBERS O * * * * * *
*F 0.35 TO 1.2 * * * - * * * *
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC HEATI*NR 2A ORBITER *DETERMINATICO OF FORCE *.006 / LARC / . GORcOWITZ/ROCKCMS-DR-2049
eVCHT - 4NG CF A SPACE SHU* *HEATING EFFECTS F* *8.0 *LARC - *ELL *JULY, 1973
3619/3867/*TTLE DOUBLE DELTA* C~R LAMINAR THRCUG* * *MACH 8 VARIABL*R. WIITE/GAC *
OH40 *WING ORBITER * lH TURBULENT FLIGH* * E-DENSITY HYPE*A. T. KAVANAUGH *
CR-128,77*AT MACH NUMBER 8.* *T REGIMES DURING * * *RSONIC TUNNEL *-DMS *
ta * *REENTRY. * * * * *
ARC - *4*IND TUNNEL TEST *ROCKWELL SSV 2A OCALCNGITUDINAL AND W*IORCE 31.015 / *ARC / *M. D. MILAM, T. J*DMS-DR-2O50
seSWT - *OF THE 0.15-SCALE*RBITER *LATERAL-DIRECTION* *1.6 - *ARC - . DZIUBALA /R( - *tb3V., 1973 -
1'6 /*ROCK6ELL INTERNA * *AL CHARACTERISTIC* 2.0 6-FOOT BY 6-FC-K. 
C. ENDICOTT /A*
OA43 *TIONAL SPACE SHUT* *S, RUDDER AND ELE* 'OT SUPERSCNIC *RC - T. MCGRATH /*
CR-128,790*TLE VEHICLE ORBIT* *-N4 HINGE MK'IENTS* . .'1IND TUNNEL *ARO
*ER IN THE AMES 6-* * * M. J. LANFRANCO *
*BY 6-FCOT SUPERS * * * * * *S. W. BRF *
CONIC WIND TUNNEL ** * *-DMS *
MSFC - *AERODYNAMIC CHARACGOSTER MSFC MDES*TO CBTAIN FORCE A'FORCE *1.00563 / *MSFC / *V. W. SPARKS 
*CMS-OR-2051
14TWT - *CTERISTICS OF A 11. ND.449 4tD MOMENT DATA TO* *0.6 - M*SFC 0. E. POUCHER *AUGUST, 19753
572 /*42-INCH DIAMETER * *INPUT IN COMPUTE * *3.48 *14-INCH TRISON*-DMS *
SASF *-SOLID ROCKET BOOS* *R PROGRAM TO DETE* * *IC WIND TUNNEL* *
CR-128,r74*TER (CCNFIGURATIO *RMINE THE RATE CF* * * * *
'4NS 898 AND 139) * *DECELERATION AND * * *
* * *THE ATTITUDCE OF* * * *




WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
S. * * *HOCEL 
* * COGNIZANT 1 BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIOS * TEST * 
TYPE F * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS




LARC - *SUPERSONIC AERCOY -tO-00 ORB(SHIPS)*EFFECTS OF GEOMET4FORCE *0.01875 / *LARC D0. R. STCONE B. S*DMS-DR-2052
uPT - *NAMIC CHARACTERIS*(BW2VFB) *RY ON SUPERSCIC * * 2.36- NLARC - *PENSER /LARC *NV. , 1973
1o5 /*TICS ASSOCIATED W 0 *AERCYNAMIC CHARA* * 4.63 
*UNITARY PLAN WCW. R. KCDGAN
LAO *ITH VARIATIONS IN* *CTERISTICS ON PLA* 
* *IND TUNNEL *8. W. MYERS
CR-Z1. 791*THE GECOMETRY OF T* WFORM WINGS *-DMS
40KE FORWARD PORTIO *
4N OF IRREGULAR PL* * *
*ANFORM WINGS * * * * * * *
NRLAD - CEXPERIMENTAL INVE ORBITER 3 *INVESTIGATE THE 
LFORCE 0.0405 / NR / B*. W. CAMERON AND*MS-OR-2053
LSWT - *STIGACIONJS OF AN * NGtCITUDINAL AND L* 
* #JRLAD - *A. J. RITSCHEL / *VOLUME 01
705 /*M.s405 SCALE SPAC* *ATERAL-DIRECTICNA* 
, 4LOW SPEED WIND*ROCKWELL INTERNA *DEC., 1973
0A21A *E SHUTTLE 4 SUBSONIC AERODY* * *TUNNEL *TIONAL *
12 *CC-FIGURATION 3 QO 4NAMIC CHARACTERIS** * . A. SARVER
CR-8,792 *RBITER TO DETERMI* *TICS CF THE ROCKW ' 
-. W. MYERS
4,E SUBSONIC STABI* 4ELL INTERNATICNAL** *-DMS *
*LITY 4 4fRCFOSED PRR * * * *
*CHARACTERISTICS (* *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* *
*DA21) *ITER 
*
LARC - *SURFACE ROGHNESS*R ORBITER * 
FORCE * .18e / LARC / *G.M. WARE , BERNA*DMS-DR-205
4
URCW - *:EFECTSc*r THE SU * * * * 
*LARC - *RD SPENCER JR. /L*OV., 1973
I0 2 3/1034/,PERSCNIC AER
OD Y NA* * * * UNITARY PLAN J. ARC .
LAeA *MICS CF THE ROCKW * * IND TUNNEL *J. E. VAUGHN
LASB *4ELL INTERNATIONA* * * 
*B. W. MYERS
CR-128,796*L 089B-139 ORBITE* * * * * *-DMS 
*
MSFC - *STATIC STABILITY OIBITER 139 *TO DETERMINE THE 
FORCE .004 / MSFC / E.C. ALLEN/ROCKWE*DMS-DR-2055
14dTWT - *AND CCONTROL EFFECORBITER 1398 *STATIC STABILITY 
* * .6 - 4SFC - L *VOLUHE at
574 /*TIVENESS OF HOCEL* *AND CONTROL EFFEC* 
. * 4.96 *14-INCH TRISCON*TERY TUTTLE/ROCK*SEPT., 1973
OA48 *S 12-o AND 34-0. * *TIVENESS OF MODEL * *IC WIND TUNNEL41ELL
CR-12,780sC'CF THE VEHICLE 3 * 12-0 AND 34-0 * 4 * W4. R. MORGAN
*CONFIGURATIONS * * . J. FRICKEN
S* * * * 
* *-DMS * I
- '
WIND TUNNEL TEST / CMS DATA PROCESSING
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
' * * * <MOD*MEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE CF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL 0OR COMMENTS
- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MSFC - *STATIC STABILITY *ORBITER 139 *TO DETERMINE THE WFORCE *0.004 / *HSFC / *E.C. ALLEN/ROCKIWE*DMS-DR-2055
14TWT - *AND CONTROL EFFEC(ORBITER 1398 *STATIC STABILITY * * .6 - HSFC - *LL *VOLUME 02
574 /*TIVENESS OF MOCEL* *AND CC TRCL EFFEC* * 4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*TERRY TUTTLE/ROCK*SEPT., 1973
OA48 *S 12-0 AND 34-0 * *TIVENESS OF MOCEL * *IC WIND TUNNEL*WELL *
CR-128,780'CF THE VEHICLE 3 * *12-0 ANC 34-0 4 * 4. R. MORGAN
*CONFIGURATIONS * . J. FRICKEN *
* * , * , *t *-DmS *
MSFC - *STATIC STABILITY 4ORBITER 1539 *TO DETERMINE THE 4FORCE *0004 / *MSFC / E.C. ALLEN/ROCKWE*DMS-DR-e055
14TWT - *AND CC4TRCOL EFFECRBITER 139B *STATIC STABILITY * * .6 - #MSFC - LL *VOLUHE 03
574 /*TIVENESS CF MOHEL* *AND CCONTRCL EFFEC* 4 4.96 *14-INCH TRISCONTERRY TUTTLE/ROCK*MNOV., 1973
OA48 *S 12-0 AND 34-0 * *TIVENESS CF MOCEL* *IC WIND TUNNELUELL
CR-128,780rs THE VEHICLE 3 * *12-0 AND 34-0 * * 4. R. M4RGAN *
*CONFIGURATIONS * * * * . J. FRICKEN
S* * * * *-DMS
LARC - *SURFACE ROUGHNESS*NAR 0898-MO0 NOSE*SURFACE ROUHNESS PORCE *13.01875 / *LARC / *G. H. WARE AND BE*CMS-CR-156
LTPT - *EFFECTS CN THE S *+ OMS *EFFECTS CN TRANS L* * IARC - RNARD SPENCER, JRNODV., 1973
130 /*UBSCNIC AERODYNAWIAR 0898-MOD NOSE*ONIC AERODYNAMICS * *LOW-TURBULENCE*./LARC *
LA9 *ICS OF THE * * *PRESSURE TUNN *. D. MILAM/ROCK6
CR-12e,782*ROCKWELL INTERNAT* *EL *ELL INTERNATIONAL*
*IONAL 089B-139 OR* * * * * *J. E. VAUGHN *
6ITER 4 e * * * . W. MYERS
S* * * * *-DMS *
NRLAD - *SUBSCONIC, TRANSCON*VL7-0001398 (MOD*STABILITY AND CCN4ORCE *0.015 / *R / *R. C. MENNELL /RI*CMS-DR-20 t
,TWT - *IC, AND SLUPERSCNI4EL NO. 42-0) *TR(- CHARACTERIST* *.6 - 'NRLAD - * EC., 1973
276 1*C STABILITY ANC C*VL70-0147B (IMODICS * *3.0 *7-FOOT TRISCONI* " -
OA6s *CNTRCL CHARACTER-4EL NO. 49-0) C WIND TUNNEL
CR-128,r89*ISTICS OF THE -14* * < * * *
*7B SPACE SHUTTLE* * * * * *
4ORBITER 4 * * * * * *
-- -- -- -- -- - -- -- - -- - - -- -- -- -- -
-- -- -- -- - -- -- -- 7-- - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
__ _ _ __--------i-- -  -i------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
, * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 4 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST CMS PUBLICATIONS
to10 * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *HACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------
MSFC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *INTEGRATED VEHICL*STATIC STABILITY ,FORCE 0.004 / *MSFC. / E. C. ALLEN, T. HDMCS-DR-2063
14TWT - *IN THE MSFC 14X14*E *INTERFERENCE EFF .6 - HSFC - AMILTCN /ROCKJELL*NOV., 1973
579/580 /*INCH TRISONIC WI * 8ECTS *4.96 *14-INCH TRISC)*J. E. VAUGHN
IA37 4ND TUNNEL ON A .* * * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*A. T. KAVANAUGH
IA48 *X.04 SCALE MOCEL O0 * * * *-DMS
CR-128,788*" THE ROCKWELL IN* * * -.- * *
*TERNATIONAL SPACE* * * * * *
*SHUTTLE VEHICLE * * * * 4 *
*3, (INTEGRATED CO* * * * * *
WNFIGURATION) * * * * *
LARC - *HYPERSCNIC PERFOR*SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*TO DETERMINE HYPEFORCE 13.0075 / LARC / R.W.PCWELL/NASA L*0MS-DR-2066
CFMT - *HANCE, STABILITY *ITER 0899-139 *'RSONIC AERODYNAMI* *10.3 - *LARC - ARC #NOV., 1973
96 /*AND CONTROL CHARA* *C CHARACTERISTICS* * *CCNTINUOUS-FLORT.A.BLACKSTOCK/NA*
LAII *CTERISTICS OF A .* OF SHUTTLE ORBIT * ~/HYPERSONIC T*SA LARC *
CR-128,783* 075 SCALE MODEL * R * *UNNEL *J. E. VAUGHN
*ROCK1ELL INTERNAT* * * . J. FRICKEN
*t4NAL 089-139 ORB* * * * *-DMS
*ITER CCFIGURATIO* * * *
LARC - 4FLUTTER TESTS (OS4d1.025 SCALE MODCEL*ACQUISITION OF Ex 4ORCE *0.025 / ARC / *J. W. FOUSTIROCKW*DMS-DR-2067
2OTBT - *2) OF THE SHUTTLEIOF SPACE SHUTTLE )WPERIMENTAL FLUTTE* *0.6 - LARC - ELL *AUGUST, 1973
544 /'ORBITER FIN/RUDD XCRBITER (24-0) F *R BOUNDARY DATA 1* *1.3 *26-INCH TRANSCOA. T. KAVANAUGH
OS2 ECR MODEL 24-0 *IN/RUDDER N THE TRANSNI 4 * NIC BLO 4D'N T*-DMS
CR-128777 * 'FLIGHT REGION TO * *UNNEL
* *t *SUPPORT ANALYTICA*
* X.L FLUTTER PREDICT* * *
O * *IONS *
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
* * 
o*DOEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CCONFIGURATIONS TEST 
* TYPE OF SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMHS *PUBLICATIONS





LARC - *EFFECTS OF'REACTIPRR ORBITER *INTERFERENCE STUDLFORCE 
*0.015 / ARlC / JR.RAUSCH/ROCK EDMS-CR-
2 069
UPWT - oIN CONTROL SYSTEM* *Y AT SUPERSCONIC S* *2.5 - ARC - A LL 
*JAN., 1974
1031 /*JET-FLOW FIELD I * 4EEDS * 
*4.0 *UNITARY PLAN WA4.J.MCNTA/LARC *
MA? NTERACTICNS CN * *TO DETERMINE CNT* * IND 
TUNNEL *J. E. VAUGHN *
CR-134,074*A 0.015 SCALE MOD* *ROL AMPLIFICATION** A. T. KAVANAUGH 
*
EL SPACE SHUTTLE * 4FACTORS RESULTIN * * 
*-DMS
C -RBITER AERODYNAM* 4G FRC4 JET INTER-* * * * 
*
*IC * ACTICN BETEEN TH* * * 
*
*CHARACTERISTICS * E RCS FLUMES AND
*THE EXTERNAL FLCOW * *
* 4 3*VER THE VEHICLE 0, p
LARC - EFFECT OF GASEOUS*JSC 040A ORBITER *CETERMINE EFFECT 'ORCE *.019 / 3LARC / *J. B. DODSJR., J*OMS-DR-20r0
LTPT - *AND SOLID sIMUL 4ITH EHOT AND 2 S T PL.UE-INUCED * 
*1.6 - SARC - . J. BROWNSCNR D.OCT., 1973
141 /*ATED JET PLUMES OORM VLOCW SEPARATION A* 
*2.2 tCW-TRBULENCE*L. KASSNER / ARC
LA23 *4 AN 040A SPACE S* 4ND ASPIRATIcONt J EFF* 
~-RESSUIRE TUNJN K(. L. BLACKWELL /*
CR-iZs.rer*HUTTLE LAUNCH CO* 4ECTS DUE TO OPERA* * 
GEL G*4SFC
*FIGURATICN AT MA* *TICN OF BOTH THE * * *V. W. SPARKS *
*CH NUMBERS FROM 1* :RBITER AND THE S* * * GA. T. KAVANAUGH *
*.6 TO 2.2 OLIC ROCKET MOTOR * * *-CMS
MSFC - *41SALIGNMENT STLUDPRR BASELINE LAUNEIEFFECTS OF MODEL FORCE 
'0.9 - *SFC / . RAMSEY /MSFC ACMS-DR-27 ,
14rWT - *IES ON SPACE SHUT*CH CCONFIGURATION ELEMENT MISALIGNM* *1.46 
*HSFC - T. MCMEANS, T. DA*JAN., 1974
s"3 /*TLE INTEGRATED VE*MCR 0074 BASELINEENT ON TEST RESUL *14-INCH TRISCNGVIS 
/ NSI A
IA3IFC *HICLE MODEL ELEMENTS *TS * 




* *; * 
* *-DMS *
ARC - */IND TUNNEL TEST * GEVALUATE BASIC HY'PORCE .010 / *ARC / W'. F. 'IZGERALD, *CMS-DR-20
T
3.5HWtT - 4 THE D.01-SCAL* 3PERSCNIC STABILIT* 
*ARC - M. T. FETROZZI/ R*JAN., 1974
169 /E SPACE SHUTTLE I* sY CHARACTERISTICS* 
* 3.5-FOOT HYPER OCKWELL INTERNATI*
lAi *NTEGRATED VEHICLE* *OF FIRST AND * 
* *SONIC WIND TUN*ONAL *
CR-128,r95*IN THE NASA-AMES * *SECOND STAGE AND GNEL *J. W. CLEARY, J. A
*3.5-FCO3T HYPERSO * *TO DEFINE ORBITR* 
* G GA. MELLENTHIN/ NA*
*NIC WIND TUNNEL O PLUME EFFECTS ON G *
* *SA/AMES RESEARCH
4IA10) * *AERO CHARACTERIS * 
*CENTER
S* *TICS USING SOLID G _ B. W. MYERS
* * *FLUMES * -CMS
* * 
* ~ * *4 * 
G




S$* * **C*MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
* TEST DHS *PUBLICATIONS




ARC - *EFFECTS OF REACTI*CC FIGURATION SA *ASCERTAIN THE EFF4FORCE .0.015 / *ARC / 
T.J. DZIUBALA /RODMS-DR-2082
3.SHWT - 4ON CONTROL SYSTEM*ORBITER *ECTS CF RCS JET F* *10.29- *ARC - *CKWELL 
*CEC., 1973
t67 /*JET SIMULATION 0 * *LC4 FIELD INTERAC * *9 3.5-FOOT HYPER*J. 
MARROGUIN /RO*
0A73 *N THE STABILITY * *TIONS WITH THE LO* * *SCONIC WIND TUNCKWELL
CR-128,O00*AND CONTRCL CHARA*- *CAL FLOW FIELD ON * *NEL *M. M. MANN *
*CTERISTICS OF A 0* *THE HYPERSONIC A * * **-DMS
*.015-SCALE SPACE *4 ERCOYNAMIC AND ST* * * *
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * *ABILITY AND CONTR* * * *
*MtOEL IN THE AMES* CL CHARACTERISTIC* * * *
*RESEARCH CENTER * *S CF THE ORBITER * * * *
*3.5-FOOT HYPERSON* *CURING RE-ENTRY. * * *
*IC WIND TUNNEL * * * * * *
* * * * 
r* **
LARC - * 817lC7K4F5W103E22V*DETERMINE THE EFF 0.010593/ *LARC 
/ *R. JONES, T. CREE OHS-DR-2101
8VCHT - * *7R5 ECTS CF VARIOUS *8.0 - 4LARC - L, P. LAWING/NASA*JAN., 1974
4080/4105/* ,417C7M4FSW104E22V*ING/IUNDERDC0Y CCON* N8.0 MACH 8 VARIABL*M. 
QUAN, W. DYE,
4130/4193/* *TR5 IFIGURATICNS ON * E . -DENSITY HYPE*J. CUMMINGS, 
H. G*
(WA2A * *817C7M4F5W106E22V*THE AER OYNAMIC * * *RSONIC TUNNEL *ORO4WITZ, 
C. CRAIG*
CH42 * *7R5H16 *HEATING RATES AND* 
*, G. RICH/RI
OH42C 4 17C7M4F5W106E22V@*OXUNDARY LAYER T 
D* * . A. SARVER
CR-134,076* *7RSH17 *RANSITICN DURING ** 
*G. G. MCDCONALD *
4- SIMULATED ENTRY C * *-MS ---
* * 'tCNDITIONS *
* * * 





WIND TUNNEL TEST / OHS DATA PROCESSING
* * * * S4OCEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST -* * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE CF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DHS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE + TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
----- ------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------
ARC - *EFFECT OF GASEOUS*SHUTTLE ORBITER/TWPLUME EFFECTS ON FORCE *0.019 / *ARC / *8. J. FRICKEN DCMS-DR-2013
s?97S - *AND SOLID SIMULA *ANK SRM (N-OD4A) *STABILITY AND CCON* *1.6 - *ARC - *-DMS *
616 /*TED JET PLUMES ON* *TROL CHARACTERIST* *2.2 *9-FOOT BY T-FCO*
IAZ *AN n40A SPACE e*ICS * * 'OT SUPERSONIC * *
CR-128,?62TSHUTTLE LAUNCH CO* * * * 4IND TUNNEL (U* *
*NFIGURATION AT MA* NITARY) *
*CH NUMBERS FROM * *
*.6 TO 2.2 * *
nSFC - * *ROCK%4ELL MCR0074 4CETERMINE PRESSURIPRESSURE, -A0.104 / *SFC / *P. E. RAMSEY /MSF*DMS-DR-2027
14TWT - * 48ASELINE ASCENT C4C DISTRIBUTION OV 30.6 - *MSFC - *C
567 /6 ONFIGURATION #ER ET, SRB, ORBIT# *4.96 *14-INCH TRISCONV. W. SPARKS
IA32FB * * 'ER WING * * *IC WIND TUNNELW. n. HALE
* **-DMS
MSFC - * 4CR 74 ORBITER * ~ORCE *0.0014 / iMSFC / P.RAMSEY /NSI, T.*CMS-DR-1028
14TWT - * *LAUNC .6 - 40SFC - *AVIS /NSI *
57 -/ 1 * 4.96 *14-INCH TRISONJ. E. VAUGHN *
IA31FD * * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*S. W. BRON
* * *i * *; **-DS *
ARC - *RESULTS CF TESTS *17-OTS *TO CBTAIN AERCODYNPRESSURE * 0.030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*CMS-DR-2032
t11tT - * A12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0.6 - *ARC - */RI *VOLUME 13
eTSWT - HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*H. C. ZIMMERLE
707 /*CENTER UNITARY * * *N * 4JIC WIND TUNNE*-CMS
IA9 PWLAN WIND TUNNELS* 4 * * - (UNITARY)
OA12 CON AN O.030-SCAL * . * *8-FOOT BY 7-FCO
CR-12i8,94C IMCCEL OF THE SP* * * ODT SUPERSCNIC * *
*ACE SHUTTLE * **41IND TUNNEL (UJ *
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * .* * 'NITARY)
*ERMINE AEROOYNAMI* * * * * * *
C LOADS * * * *
* * * * * * * 
*
-- ---- -- --- ------ ----- 
---- - -------- -- -- -------- 
--------, --,- ------- ------ -- - -- -
XO RK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
-- - --- ----- 
- ---- -- ----- 
--- --------- 
-- --- ---- 
---- -- -- ---------------------------
"" " '
S* * *MODCEL * , COGNIZANT . * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING " TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE - * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 9*4ACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL OR COMMENTS
------- 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERCCODYNRESSURE * 0.030 / *ARC / GILLENS, SPANGLER*CMS-DR-2032
11TWT - O*A12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0.6 - *ARC - */RI *VOLUME 
14
67sWT - 4HE AMES RESEARCH * NCH VEHICLE 1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*H. C. ZIMMERLE *
?70 /*CENTER UNITARY * * * NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
IA9 *FLAN WIND TUNNELS* * *L (UNITARY) * *
OA12 CN AN 0.t03-SCAL * * * * 8-FOOT BY 7-FO #
CR-128,794*E MCEL CF THE SP* *O * * *ZT SUPERSCOIC * *
*ACE SHUTTLE * * * WIND TUNNEL (U* *
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * *NITARY)
*ERMNE AEROcYNAMI* * *
C LOADS * * * * * * *
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN4PRESSLRE * 0.030 / *ARC / GILLENS, 
SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032
1TwIT - '0A12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS OCN LALP * 0.6 - *ARC - /RI 
*VOLUME 15
87SWT - HE AMES RESEARCH * 04CH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSOIH. C. ZIMMERLE
70 /*CENTER UNITARY * NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* L * * *1 (UNITARY) *
OA12 Ct4 AN 0.030-SCAL * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO
CR-126,794*E MOCEL CF THE SP* * * * OT SUPERSONIC
*ACE SHUTTLE * * IND TUNNEL (LU *
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * * *NITARY)
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * *
C LOADS * * * * *
ARC '- RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AEROYNWPRESSURE * 0.030 / ARC / GILLENS, 
SPANGLERCDMS-DR-2032
11T T - A12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS CON LAU* * 0.6 - *ARC - */RI 
*VOLUME 16
8TSWT - *HE AMES RESEARCH * *4NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT 
TRANSOH. C. ZIMMERLE
70a /*CENTER UNITARY * ** N'IC WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
IA9 *PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * *L (UNITARY) *
OA12 C 3J AN 0.030-SCAL *8-FCOT BY 7-FO(* V
CR-128,t94*E MODEL CF THE SP* O * * ' T SLUPERSONIC
*ACE SHUTTLE * * * * '4AIND TUNNEL (U* .
*VCHICLE 2A TO DET* 1 * * *NITARY) * *
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * *
*C LOADS * * * * *
* . * * * * 
* * *
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
-- -- - -- - -- -- -- -- 
-- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- 
-- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
WORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
-- - - -- - - -- 
- - -- - - -- - -
-- - - -- - - -- 
- - -- - - -- - -
-- - - -- - - -- 
- - -- ----------------------------
*4 * 4 *OCEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF SCALE* TESTING 
* TEST DMS *PUBLICATICONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
* PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-----------------------------------------
ARC - *RESULTS CF-TESTS -1r-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0.030 / *ARC / 
GILLENS, SPANGLERDMCS-DR-2032
11TWT - 0A12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0.6 - *ARC -
*/RI *VOLUME 17
8rswT - *HE AMES RESEARCH * NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSOH. 
C. ZIMMERLE *
707 /*CENTER UNITARY * N* , ,JIC WIND TUNNE*-CMS *
IA9 4PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * (UNITARY) *
OA12 *CN AN 0.030-SCAL * * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO ,
CR-128, 94*E PECEL OF THE SP* , * * . T SLFERSONIC * *
*ACE SHUTTLE * * * WIND TUNNEL (U* *
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * * *NITARY)
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * "* I * * * *
*C LOADS * * * * * *
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AEROYN*PRESSURE * 0.030 / *ARC 
/ *GILLENS, SPANGLER*CMS-CR-2032
11TWT - .DA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0.6 - *ARC 
/RI *VO.LUME 18
8tSWT - *HE AMES RESEARCH * ~NCH VEHICLE 1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSOIH. C. ZIHMERLE *
707 /*CENTER UNITARY * * , *lNIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS
IA9 EPWLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * *L (UNITARY) * *
OAt2 QC" AN 0.030-SCAL * * * *8-FOT BY 7-F 
*
CR-120, 94*E MODEL CF THE SP* * * OT SUPERSONIC * *
*ACE SHUTTLE * * : A WIND TUNNEL (L *
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* N* * *" ITARY)
4ERMIN AERlDYNAMI* * * * * * *
C LOADS * * * * * * *
* * * .* 
* * * *
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF LOW SP*NR ORBITER *INVESTIGATE AERODP'CRCE 0.0405 / NR 
/ R. MENNELL, B. CA*CMS-CR-2038
LSWT - .EED WIND TUNNEL T* *YNAMIC AND PRCPUL* * *NRLAD - MERON/ROCK'ELL 
IN-
701 /*ESTS CN A .01405 S* *SICN EFFECTS CF V* * O..CW SPEED WIND*TERNATIONAL 
*
OAIG *CALE HtCEL ROCK%.C* *ARIOUS AIR BREATH* * *TUNNEL *J. 
E. VAUGHN *
CR-128,793*LL SPACE SHUTTLE * *ING ENGINE SYSTEM* * *J. R. 
ZILER *
*.LsBITER TESTED BO* *S IN FORCED AIR A* * *-CDHS
*TH IN FREE AIR AN* 4ND IN THE PRESENC* * * * *
*0 IN THE PRESENCE* E CF THE GROUND * * * * *
OF A GROUND PLAN* * * * * *
* * * * * ..
--------- - --- --------- -------- --------- -------- 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - ------------
WORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / OMS DATA PROCESSING
S* *MOD4EL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 4 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST CMS *PUBLICATIONS
o10 REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MSFC - *RESULTS CF WIND T*4OCEL 2A ORBITER *DETERMINE PROXIMIFORCE *.004 / *NSFC / *W. P. GARTON /ROC*DMS-DR-2039
14TWT - *UNNEL TESTS AT MA*ANO EXTERNAL TANK*TY EFFECTS ON THE* *5.0 *MSFC - *KELL
571 /*CH 5 ON THE .004 * *AERCOYNAMIC FORC *4 5.0 *14-INCH TRISON*J. E. VAUGHN
IAGA *SCALE MOCEL 2A COI *ES AND MOMENTS EX* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*A. T. KAVANAUGH
CR-134,n114NFIGURATION SPACE* OCERIENCED BY VEHI* * *-MS
*SHUTTLE TO DETER * *CLE 2A CCONFIGURAT* * *
*4INE PROXIMITY EF* *IN SHUTTLE CRBIT* * * *
*FECTS AND ORBITER* *ER AND EXTERNAL T* * * *
*CONITRCL EFFECTIVE* *ANK DURING AND AB* * * *
*NESS DURING ORBIT* 4CRT SEPARATICN * * *
*ER/EXTERNAL TANK* * *
*ABORT SEPARATION * * * *
ARC - IlND TUNNEL TEST *2A CONFIGURATION * ;FORCE 30.019 / *ARC / *R. B. HARDIN, R. *DMS-DR-2048
97SWT - *OF THE 0.019 (2A * * )PRESSURE *1.55 - *ARC - R. BURROWS /ROCKW*
710 /*CCNFIGURATION) JE* *2. *9-FcOT BY T-FOELL
IA12B *T PLUME SPACE SHU) * * OT SUPERSONIC 4L. R. GUIST /ARC
*TTLE INTEGRATED V*4 * * aIND TUNNEL (URB. J. FRICKEN
ECHICLE IN THE ARC** NITARY) *-DMS
49- BY 7-FOOT UI *
*TARY WIND TUNNEL* " * * *
NRLAD - 4EXPERIMENTAL INVE+ORBITER 3 *INVESTIGATE THE LFORCE 0.L0405 / N~R / *8. W. CAMERON AND*DMS-DR-21053
LSWT - *STIGATIONS OF AN * 4NJGITUDINAL AND L* NRLAD - *A. J. RITSCHEL / *VOLUME 02
M05 /40.0405 SCALE SPAC* *ATERAL-DIRECTtONA* * *LOW SPEED WIND*ROCKWELL INTERNA *
OA21A 4E SHUTTLE * 44 SUBSONIC AERmODY * *TUNNEL *TICNAL
12 *CONFIGURATION 3 0* NAMIC CHARACTERIS* *, *D. A. SARVER
CR-8,92 *RBITER TO DETERMI* *TICS CF THE ROCKb * *1. W. MYERS
N44E SUBSCNIC STABI* *ELL INTERNATIONAL 4 *-DMS
ITY 4 4ROCPAOSEH PRR *
*CHARACTERISTICS *(* SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*
OA21) * *ITER
* * * * *8 * * *
WORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / CMS DATA PROCESSING
S* *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CCNFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALES TESTING 
* TEST DHS *PUBLICATIONS
tD * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE# AGENCY 
* PERSONNEL 4R COMMENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------
LARC - *RESULTS OF AN ExP*ORBITER, MOOIFIEDSSTAB.AND CONTRCOL FORCE * 0.015/ *LARC / 
*V. ESPARZA,M. MILSCMS-CR-20157
UPWT - *ERIMENTAL AERODYN*2A,3 *CHARS. CF CONFIG * * 2.5- *LARC -
AM /ROCK.ELL
1035 /*AMIC INVESTIGATIO* *2A,3 AND ALT. FOR* * 4.6 *UNITARY PLAN W*R. SINGELLTON 
S
0A44 *N TO CBTAIN STATI* E BODY * *+ IND TUNNEL S-DMS 
.•
*C STABILITY AND C* * * S * *
ONTRC. CHARACTERIS * '* * S *
*STICS OF THE SSV* * * *
*CCtFIGURATIONS 2AS * * *
*(VL70o-OoD'89B) AN*
*D 3(VL7'0-0 139B0l3) op
CRBITERS AT MACH * S S
*NUMBERS OF 2.5, * *
*3.9, AND 4.6 • ' * * S *
LARC - *RESULTS OF THE 0.~cRBITER NAR VLo-4CBTAIN GENERAL STFORCE D*.25 - LARC / 
BERNARD SPENCER J OHS-OR-2058
LTPT - t'15 SCALE SPACE S*000134B CONFIG. SABILITY AND CONTR* *LARC - R. AND 
JAMES ELLI*
138 /"HUTTLE VEHICLE OR*# 4C CHARACTERISTIC* * LOW-TURBULENCE*SON 
/NASA LARC
OAt *BITER TEST (OAt7)** S * PRESSURE TUNN 40. E. POUCHER
*IN THE NASA LOW T* * * 4EL *-DMS *
*URBULENCE PRESSUR* * *
CE TLEL *
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS COF'RBITER 2A O"ETERMINE THE FORFlORCE *0.015 
/ ARC / 4. D. MILAM AND M*DMS-OR-2S59
3.5Hf - *THE SPACE SHUTTL 4 SCE, MHOENT, AND HS *5.0 - *ARC - . E. NICHOLS/ROCK*
1s0 / E ORBITER 2A CCNF #INGE MOMENT CHARA* *7.0D 3.5-FOOT HYPER4'ELL INTERNATICNA*
OAttB *IGURATION SCTERISTICS S S .SCNIC WIND TUN L
CR-12i8,98*0.015-SCALE MODEL# 4CF CCFIGURATICN S SNEL *J. 
A. MELLENTHIN
*IN THE NASA AMES * *2A SPACE SHUTTLE * AND 
J. CLEARY/NAS*
*RESEARCH CENTER * *VEHICLE ORBITER AS 
*A/AMESIRESEARCH CS
j3.5-FOOT * ST MACH * ENTER
*HYPERSONIC WIND TS SLiNUMBERS 5, 7, ANDS 9 5 *B. W. MYERS
*UNNEL AT MACH NUMr* *10 * * * S-OMS
*BERS 5, r AND 10 * * * S
*z S -t 5 * * * *
--- ---- -- --- -- -- -- --- 
-- -- -- --- -- -- -- --- -- -- 
-- -- -- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -- -----------------------"" " '
VORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / OMS DATA PROCESSING
S* # * H€~ODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST 
DMS *PUBLICATIONS
tO * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
# PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARC - *RESULTS CF AN AER*ORBITER 3,A *GENERAL STABILITY4FORCE *0.015 / *ARC / 
. W. MYERS *CMS-CR-2060
3.5HWT - K)ODYNAMIC FORCE AN* *AND CONTROL CHAR * ARC - *-DMS
163 /*0 MOMENT INVESTIG* *ACTERISTICS FOR C* * *3.5-FOOT HYPER* *
0A58 *ATION CF AN 0.015* 4'CFIGURATICN 3 * * *SONIC WIND TUN*
*-SCALE CONFIGURAT4 - - - *AND ALTERNATE VEH* 0NEL
SION 3 SPACE SHUTT* *ICLES * *, * "
*LE ORBITER IN THE* * * *
*NASA/ARC 3.5-F O * * * * * *
*T HYPERSCNIC WIND* * *
*TUNNEL (OA58) * * *
AEDC - * *32-OTS *AERODYNAMIC EFFEC"HORCE 0 .01 / *AEDC / J. 
E. VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2062
SWTA - * TS OF NOMINAL AB C.5 - *AECC - A. T. KAVANAUGH 
*
323 / *RT OF BOOSTERS . 4.5 *SUPERSONIC WIN*-DMS *
IA13 .*AERODYNAMIC EFFEC* * *0 TUNNEL (A)
*, *X ~TS OF EMERGENCY A* * * * *
S*~9 #~ORT OF THE TANK * * * *
CAL - *WIND TUNNEL TEST ORBITER, MODIFIED4tPS NOZZLE PRESStUPRESSURE K1.019 / *CAL / 
R. B. HARDIN, R. *CMS-DR-2064
8TWT - OF THE 0.019 SPAC*2A,3 *RE LOADS, WING HIFORCE :*3.9 - NR / R. BURROWS /ROCKWI
T14-053 /-E SHUTTLE INTEGRA* Jt4GE MMENTS, WING* *1.2 *CAL - ELL - N. 
A. STRUZ*
IA36 *TED VEHICLE IN TH* *F#RESSLURE DISTRIB * * *8-FOOT TRANSCN*YNSKI 
/CALSPAM *
4E CALSPAN 8 FOOT *UTICONS, AERCOYNAM* * IC WIND TUNNEL*D. A. SARVER *
*TRANSONIC WIND TU$ *IC STABILITY AND * * *34. HM. HALE
JNNEL * ~CONTRCL * -DMS *
ARC -* * * * * 
*ARC , / * *DMS-OR-2065
rTSWT - * * 
*ARC -
710 / 88-FOOT BY 7-FO
IAI2C * * * T SU-ERSONIC
. * *€ . * * '4,,/WIND TUNNEL (U*
*W *' *. * * *NITARY)
WORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DHS OATA PROCESSING
------------- ----------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S* * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE CF * SCALES 
TESTING * TEST ODS *PUBLICATIONS
10 * REPORT TITLE S TESTED " PURPOSE * TEST HMACH RANGES 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
- -------- --------- 
-- - ---- ------ 
------ - - --------- 
-- -----
NRLAD - *EFFECTS CF THE AI*-89B(2A) ORBITER *EFFECTS OF FERRY 4FORCE 0.0405 / *NR 
/ R. HENNELL /ROCK vDMHS-DR-2068
LSWT - *R BREATHING PRCPU* ENGINE NACELLE GR5 0.20 - *NRLAD - ELL
708 /SLSION SYSTEM ON S* COUPING AND LOCATIS * 4LOW SPEED WIND*O. 
A. SARVER *
OAtIA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBI CN *TUNNEL. VC. M. HALE
CR-128,97TER SUBSONIC STAB* * * * * s-OHS M
*ILITY AND CCNTRcK.S * * * *
*CHARACTERISTICS
S(OA71A) * * * *
ARC - *RESULTS CF TESTS *MOOEL 32-0 94OBTAIN STABILITY 4FORCE 
'0.015 * SARC / ST. J. DZIUBALA, M*OMS-DR-2071
3.5HWT - SCF 0.010- AND O.LU*CCEL 49-0 SAND CCNTROL CHARA* **0.010 / *ARC 
- *. D. MILAM/ROCKWE*
let /*15-SCALE MOCELS 0 *CTERISTICS FOR TH*. 55.3 - 3.5-FOOT 
HYPERKLL INTERNATIONAL *
OA23 4F SPACE SHUTTLE O SE 3A BASELINE * *10.3 *SONIC WIND TUN*J.W. CLEARY, 
J. AS
CR-t28,799*RBITER CONFIGURATS *VEHICLE CONFIGURA* S SNEL 
*. MELLENTHIN/NASA*
*ICNS 3 AND 3A IN * *TIONJ AHES *
*THE AHES RESEARCH* * * . W. HyERS *
*CENTER 3.5-FOOT * S * H -DHS
. iYPERSC IC WIND T * * *
UNNEL (OA23) S S * * * * S
LARC - *EFFECTS OF REACTI*D00EL 4-0 CF THECOBTAIN THE DETAILQORCE *0.015 / -ARC / 
J. J. DAILEDA, JODMHS-DR'-207
UPW - CN CONTROL SYSTEHMVL7T0-O1i39B SSV SED EFFECTS THAT R* #LARC - OHN 
MARROQUIN S
1043 /SJET SIHMULATION 0 0RBITER CCNFIGUR SCS JET FLOW INTER* S *UNITARY PLAN W*J. 
E. VAUGHN
OArtl 4N THE STABILITY *ATION 3 *ACTIONS HAVE ON S* * IND TUNNEL *A. T. KAVANAUGH
CR-134,07lTAND CONTROL CHARA* ULPERSCNIC STABILI* * * S-DHS
*CTERISTICS OF A tO STY AND CONTROL CH* .5
*.015 SCALE SPACE S SARACTERISTICS OF . * S
*SHUTTLE MCDEL * THE SPACE SHUTTLES . S S
*TESTED IN THE LAN *VEHICLE S S S S S
*GLEY RESEARCH CENH 5 5 ,
STER UNITARY PLAN S S S S S
WINO TUNNEL ' S 5
NRLAD - SEFFECTS OF THE At*-898 SPACE SHUTTL*INVESTIGATE THE C D.165- NR 
/ 48RUCE W. CAMERON,*CMS-DR-2074
LSWT - SR BREATHING ENGIN*E ORBITER FERRY C*RBITER WING PRESS* S *NRLAD - - JR. /RI
709 /SE PLUMES CN SSV O*ONFIGURATION SURE DISTRIBUTION L * OW SPEED WINDCS. W. BROWN
OAs A *RBITER SUBSONIC UWI *RESULTING FROM FIS STUNNEL -O-DMS
SING PRESSURE DIST* SVE UNDER-WING ENGS S S
*RIBUTICNS INE NACELLE PLUME* " "
9 9 8 < < + #
WORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / CMS DATA PROCESSING
* 4MOCDEL 8 * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
1D * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSIONNEL *0R COMMENTS
-- -- -- ----- ---- --- ------.. --- ---- --...... . ... ..... .. ----........... ... ......... ....... ....... ....... .. ... .... ..... ...... ----..... ......
ARC - * *SHUTTLE CRBITER/E*TO DETERMINE LOCAF*RESSURE *0.15 / ARC / B. J. FRICKEN *OMS-DR-2077
6sSWT - * *T/2 SRM L4 PRESSURE DISTRI* *ARC - -DMS *
430 /* *SHUTTLE ORBITER V*BUTIONS ON THE OR* * *6-FOOT BY 6-FO* *
IA29 * ENT PRESSURE MOCE*BITER FUSELAGE FO* * OT SUPERSONIC *
0A63 * *L 36-OTS *R ASCENT FLIGHT T* * *WIND TUNNEL * *
* a* 1 SUPPORT VEHICLE* * * * *
9* * *VENTING STUDIES * * * * *
LARC - * *t089B-139B(MODIFIE*EFFECTS CF TPS TI4FORCE 0.101 / *LARC / G.C.ASHBYJR./NAS*DMS-DR-tl79
2.IHTS - . 0 NOSE) .E IRREGULARITIES* *6.0 - *LARC - ALARC
441 /* * EXPLORE POSSIBLE * *6.0 *20-INCH HYPERS*J. E. VAUGHN *
LAIS * * UJNCARY LAYER SE* * -CNIC TUNNEL (M*-DMS *
* *PARATICN HYSTEREI* * *ACH 6) .* *
*a~ *8 S EFFECT *
NRLAD - EFFECTS OF AIR BR*-89B SPACE SHUTTLvINVESTIGATE ORBIT*' *01.0405 / R / *T. SOARD /RI *DMS-DR-2080
LSWT - *EATHING ENGINE PL*C ORBITER FERRY C*ER WING PRESSURE * 01.20 - NRLAD - S. W. BROWN
713 /*UMES ON SSV ORBITCKONFIGURATICN *DISTRIBUTIONS RES* * *LOW4 SPEED WIND*-DMS
OAS7B *CR SUBSONIC WING * *ULTING FROM NACEL* * *TUNNEL * *
*PRESSURE DISTRIBU* *LE PLLMES ABOVE A* * * *
*TION * D BELCW THE WING* * *
NRLAD - *LANDING PRESSURE *-140 A/B SPACE SH4PRESSURE LOADS DA*PRESSURE. *0.2 - *NR / *T. L. SOARD, B. 1*OMS-DR-2081
LSWT - *LOADS OF THE -140 UTTLE ORBITER *TA IN GROUND EFFE* *NRLAD - *. CAHERON /ROCKI E*
1tl /*A/B SPACE SHUTTL * *CT * * OCW SPEED WIND*ML *
0A69 *E CETERMINED IN ** TUNNEL *H. C. ZIMMERLE *
*TEST OA69 * * *-DMS *
LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*SSV 140A/B ORBITE*TO DETERMINE SUPE'FORCE *4.1.015 / *LARC / J.H.CAMPBELL,II, *DMS-DR-2083
UCPT - *IGATICJNS (OA20) OR *RSCOIC TRIM AND S* *2.5 - *LARC - *.E.NICHOLS /ROC*
105' /4" A 0.015-SCALE 1* *TABILITY CHARACTE* *4.6 * UNITARY PLAN WAWELL. *
OA20 *40 A/B * *RISTICS FOR THE * * *IND TUNNEL *W.P.PHILLIPS /LAR*
*CONFIGURATIcON SPA* *1401A/B ORBITER. * * * *C
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* * *M. M. MANN
*E ORBITER MOCEL I* * * * *-DMS *
*N THE * * * * * *
. 4NASA/LANGLEY RESE* * * * * * *
*ARCH CENTER UNITA* * * * * " *
*RY PLAN WIND TUNN* * * * * * *
*EL * * * * *
* * * * * - *
WORK IN PROCESS





*..*MEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 8 TEST DHS *PUBLICATIONS
to0 * REPORT TITLE * TESTED 8 PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL 
_ SOR COMMENTS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARC - * *SPACE SHUTTLE PREcOBTAIN PRESSURE D0PRESSURE 0.030 
/ *ARC / R. L. GILLINS /ROCDS-CR-2084
tITWT - * *SSURE LOADS MODEL*ISTRIBUTIONS ON 14FORCE *0.6 T ARC - CK1ELL
716 /* *47-OTS *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSOIE. CHEE /ROCK~ELL*
97sWT - * 4ORBITER VEHICLE 4*VEHICLE AND ON * NIC WIND TUNNE*M. 
H. MANN
IA14A * *CONFIG MCR 0200 *THE ORBITER ALONE* HL 
(UNITARY) *-DS
IA148 * . FORCE DATA %ERE* * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*
OA2ZA * * ALSO TAKEN. * * 'OT SUPERSONIC * 
*
OA228 * * * *t 40IND TUNNEL (U* *
S* * * ,* .NITARY) *
ARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE INT*TO OBTAIN HYPERSO PRESSURE *3.010 
, *ARC / 4J. H. DYE, R. B. *CHS-OR-e085
3.5HwT - *EGRATED VEHICLE P#NIC SURFACE PRESS *08.10 / *ARC -
*KINGSLAND /ROCKWE*
171 /* RESSURE MODCEL 26-URES ON THE HODEL* *5.3 - *3.5-FOOT 
HYPER*LL
*CtTO * lOTS *TO CCRRELATE AER * *7.4 *SONIC WIND TUNJ. 
A. SARVER
IH2 4 'LCYNAMIC HEATING * * *NEL 404. H. 
HALE *
* * 'DCATA AND VERIFY L** * -DHS
8* * 40ADS PREDICTIONS
ARC - (EFFECTS CF TtE 51*-89 ORBITER ~4CPTIMIZE AIR BREA4ORCE 30.0405 / *NR-LAD / *R.C. MENNELL 
AND *CHS-DR-2086
LSWT - *X ENGINE AIR BREA*SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*THING PROPULSION * 0.21 - *ARC - T. SOARD / ROCKWE*
712 /*THING PROPULSION *ITER/ET *SYSTEM NACELLE CO *LOW SPEED WIND*LL 
*
OATIC *SYSTEM CN SPACE * 4WA-INLET DESIGN * * 
*TUNNEL 40. E. POUCHER -
*SHUTTLE ORBITER S* *AND DETERMINE THE* * -DMS
*,UBSONIC STABILITY* 4CFFECT OF THIS 0D * * *
*AND CONTROL CHAR * *ESIGN CN THE ORBI * *
*ACTERISTICS .* *TER STABILITY AND* * * * "
, * *CtONTROL CHARACTER* * *
, *I8STICS t * ISTICS
NMSC - * * 0.4 -
*MSFC *V. W. SPARKS *MS-DR-2087
i4TWT * * *4.96 (4SFC - A. T. KAVANAUGH 
#
l6 /'* * * * * *14-INCH TRISCON*-DHS
SAILVP * I .*C 
WIND TUNNEL* *
LARC - **142-INCH SOLID RO*AEROOYNAMICS OF S4FORCE 
0.0212 / *LARC / *J.D.JOHNSON/MSFC *~4S-DR-2088
eTPT - *CKET BOOSTER *RB DURING FREE-FA* 0 .4 
- *LARC - 49J..RADFORD/NSI.
.
* /LL * *1.2 
*8-FOOT TRANSON*J. E. VAUGHN *
SA2F * *. * 
*IC PRESSURE TU*A. T. KAVANAUGH *
S* * * * * NNEL *-DMS *
* * *t * * * 
*
--- --- -- --- --- -- -  --- --- 
- -- -- --- --- -- --- --- 
-- --- --- -- --- ---------------------
WORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / CMS DATA PROCESSING
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* * * * *MOCEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 
TESTING TEST OMS *PUBLICATICONS
10 * REPORT TITLE" * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
* PERSONNEL .OR COMMENTS
--- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*140A/B *VERIFY LONGITUDIN* * 0.015 / LARC / *J. H. CAMPBELL 
II*OMS-R-2089
8TPT - *IGATIONS ON AN O.* *AL AND LATERAL-I* 
WLP ARC - *AND H. E. NICHOL *
eat /*15o-SCALE CONFIGU* *RECTICNAL CHARACT* *8-FOOT TRANSON*S/ROCKWIELL 
INTERN*
OA25 *RATION 140A/B SPA* *ERISTICS CF 140A/* * *IC PRESSURE TUVATIONAL
*CE SHUTTLE ORBITE* *9 ORBITER, DETERM* *NNEL 4. P. PHILLIPS/LA*
*R CEL (49-0) IN* *INE SURFACE CEFLE* 4 NGLEY RESEARCH CE*
*THE NASA/LANGLEY * *CTICN EFFECTS CN N JTER
*RESEARCH CENTER * #VEHICLE PERFORMAN* . W. MYERS *
*8-FOOT TRANSONIC * *CE, AND TO DETERH * * -MS
*PRESSURE TUNNEL (* *INE CCMOHFCENT BUI*
4OA25) *_DLUP EFFECTS * * * *
LARC - * L40-100 ORBITER 4EFFECTS CF WING-F*FORCE 0.35 - LARC / *. SPENCER /NASA 
*OMS-OR-2091
OTPT - * * *ILLET LEADING EDG # 1.2 LARC - D. E. POUCHER
657/660 /* 4 E CCN'IGURATICN * *8-FOOT TRANSCtN*-MS
LArT * *IC PRESSURE TU*
S * * * * r~lNNEL * *
LARC - * 
* *LARC / 4. M. MANN *CMS-DR-2092
22HT -o * * *LARC -
-DMS
415 /* * * *22-INCH HELIUM* *
OA72 * * * TUNNEL 
*
MSFC - M * * NSFC / 
V. W. SPARKS *CMS-DR-2093
14TWT -
MSFC - J. L. GLYNN
585 /* * * * * *14-INCH TRISON-DMS
IA378 * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*
LARC - *FoLUTTER TESTS (OS*BASIC WING AND 1l*ACQUIRE EXPERIMEP'*ORCE 4-ARC / *MICHAEL 
A. KOTCH CMS-CR-2094
26TBT - *1) OF THE 0.02-SCHZ INBD AND 13.5 *TAL FLUTTER BOUND8 -ARC - *A. T. KAVANAUGH *
545 /*ALE ORBITER WING *HZ OUTBD ELEVCN *ARY DATA IN THE Ts * *26-INCH TRANSO*-CDM
CO1 *ELEVON SEMI-SPAN *ROTATICNAL FREG *RANSCNIC FLIGHT * * *NIC BLCOWCCO T*
CR-134,D3IsEODEL 23-0 *BASIC WING AND 11 REGIME TO SUPPORT, * *UNNEL * S
* ~*HZ INBD AND 11 H *ANALYTICAL FLUTT * * * *
S*Z ,OUTBOARD ELEVK)NER PREDICTIONS
* r.ROTATIONAL FREQ * *
9~ 9 V
-- ----------- 
-------- -----",,,,,- ------------------------------- 
--------------
WORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
----------------
7----------------------------------------------------------------------
* ** *x *MODOEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE CF * SCALE* TESTING 
* TEST CMHS PUBLICATIONS
10D REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 




MSFC - * M * SFC 
/ *V. W. SPARKS *CMS-CR-2095
t4TWT -* * M SFC - *J. L. GLYNN
8t /* * * * * " *14-INCH TRISON#-DMS *
OA49 * * * * * IC WIND TUNNEL* 
*
LARC - * * 
* *LARC / B, W. MYERS C0MS-DR-2096
8VHT -* * * .* # LARC - *-CMS '
644 * MACH 8 VARIABL* -
0113 E * * -DENSITY HYPE* *
S* * *~rt RSCNIC TUNNEL *
NRLAD - * * *NR 
M/ 4. H. MANN CDMS-OR-2097
LSWT - * # * 4RLAD - -OHDMS
715 / LOW * * ~OW SPEED WIND* *
OA62 * * * * TUNNEL 
*
ARC *- * HEAT-TRANS*V.O06 / ARC / *W. 
M. HALE *CMS-DR-2098
3.5HT -* * * *5.3 - *ARC - -DMS.
172 * * *5.3 *3.5-FOOT HYPER* *
IH15 * . *#SONIC WIND TUNLt
* * * * *NEL *
AEDC - . *22-OT -HmEAT TRANSFER EFF*HEAT-TRANSI.0175 / *AEDC , / 
*T. F. FOSTER, W. 'OMS-DR-2099
K4TB -* 4CECTS * *AEDC - *J. GRIFALL 
/ROCKW*
VA352 /# * * * # *HYPERSCNIC WINELL 
*
VA3B4 * * * *0 TUNNEL (8) 0. A. SARVER *
* * 9'* * * * x 4. n. VALE
-DMS*
AEDC - *PHASE CHANGE PAIPNROCK(KELL CRBITER/40ETERMINE INTERFE 1EAT-TRANS)0.0175 / AEDC - M.UAN,C.CRAIG/RI*CMS-R-2100
HJrB - *T TESTS ON ROCKIE*TANK(VL7-000139/*RENCE EFFECTS AND* *8.0 - HYPERSCNIC WIN*A. 0. MARTIN
VA289 /LL ORBITER/TANK A*VL7'8-0041) 4HEATING RATES ON * *8.0 *D TUNNEL (8) *-DMS
CH3A 4rD ORBITER ALONE *ROCKtELL ORBITER(*AN ORBITER/TANK * * * * *
CH4B *CCONFIGURATIONS *VL0-000139) *CONFIGURATION AND* * *.
CR-t34,075* * 'ON AN ORBITER AL * * * .
* * 'ONEWITH AND WITH* 8 " *
S* rXOUT TPS TILE SIMUI * # * .
* O *LATICON. * * * .
WORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S* * * M4ODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CCNFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OHS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARC - *RESULTS CF INVESTOT+L+PIP+At+F *EFFECTS OF VARIOULPORCE l.010 / *ARC / *t. T. PETROZZI, M*DHMS-DR-2102
3.5HWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0* *S ELEVOCt, RUDDER,* *7.3 - *ARC - *. D. MILAM /RI J*
175 /*10-SCALE MOHEL OF* *ATTACHING STRUCT * 4 7.3 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*. A. MELLENTHIN /*
IAIS *THE * *URES, FAIRINGS, * * *SONIC WIND TUN*ARC *
*CONFIGURATION 35S*
--  
*AND MAIN PRCPULSI* * NEL *D0. A. SARVER *
*PACE SHUTTLE ORBI* CON ROCKET PLUMES * * * *G. . MCDO NALD
*TER AND EXTERNAL * ON LONGITUDINAL A* * * *-DMS *
*TANK IN THE NASA/* *ND LATERAL- * * * * *
*AMES RESEARCH CEN* 401RECTICNAL STABI* * * * *
*TER 3.5-FOOT HYPE* *LITY CHARACTERIST* *
RSONtIC WIND TUNNE* *ICS * * * * *
*L (115)
MSfC -. * * * M *SFC / *J. E. VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2103
14TWT - SFC -* S *-DMS
589 /* * * *14-INCH TRISON
IA26F * * * * * IC WIND TUNNEL*
NRLAD - * * * * 4NR / M. M. MANN *0MS-DR-2104
LSWT - N RLAD - -DMS *
7'17 /* * * * * 44_OW SPEED WIND* *
OA62B * * * * * *TUNNEL *
LARC - * * * *LARC / * 4OMS-DR-2105
8VOHT - * LARC - *
646/647 /* M* * *ACH 8 VARIABL*
IHI? * * * * *E-DENSITY HYPE* *
* , * * * *RSCNIC TUNNEL* *
LARC - * * L * 'ARC / MS-OR-2106
FWTr - * , * * , * 1. ARC - * *
1046/1049/* * * * N *U ITARY PLAN $ *
LA14A * * * * * *IND TUNNEL * *
LARC - * * * * * *LARC / * 
OMS-DR-2107
8VvHT - * * * *LARC * *
653 /* * * * *MACH 8 VARIABL*
LAZO * * * * * *E-CENSITY HYPE* *
L A Z O * *RSONIC TUNNEL* *
*4 * * * * * *
WORK IN PROCESS
WINO TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
-- -- - -- - -- - -- -- 
- -- - -- -- - -- - -- 
-- - -- - -- -- - ---------------------------- 
----- ------ ------ ------ 
------
S * * * *?MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
to * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS 4826C9E26FM7N25R5*l8TAIN LOCAL PRES* * 0.015 / *LARC / *0. E. 
Tl:RNTCON ANCDMS-DR-2108
UPWT - *(0A4 AND IA35) O*Nl16 *SURE DISTRIBUTION* *2.5 - *LARC - *0 R. H. SPANGLER/*
IA350A *F AN 0.015-SCALE *826C9E26F8M7N25R5*S ON ORBITER FUSE* *4.5 .UNITARY PLAN W4ROCK%.ELL INTERNAT*
64 -MOEL (53-OTS) CF*NI16512TI2 l*LAGE TO SUPPORT V * * IND TUNNEL *IONAL
CR- 134o,0 *THE SPACE SHUTTL * *ENTING STUDIES AN* *B 8. W. MYERS
TM-X *E CCIFIGURATION 1* *D TO DETERMINE EF* *-DMS
4 *40A/B IN THE NASA* *FECT OF ELEVON DE* * * *
*/LARC UNITARY PLA* FLECTICNS IN THE * * * *
4* WIND TUNNEL 4 *AFT PORTICN OF TH*, * * *
*. E ORBITER FUSELAG* * * * *
LARC LARC / J. E. VAUGHN CMS-DR-2109
F4 . * 1 4 8 LARC - . M. HALE
C45 D MS *
LARC - -* ARC / J. E. VAUGHN CMHS-DR-2110
CF4 *- L8 * *-ARC - . M. HALE
14 * * * * *-DMS
LARC - *CBTAIN LOCAL PRES* * LARC / * CMS-DR-2111
uLFP - *SLRE DISTRIBUTIONt * *LARC - *
IA35 * * *S ON ORBITER FUSE* **UNITARY PLAN W(
S* 144LAGE TO SUPPORT V* IND TUNNEL *
*, * ~ENTING STUDIES AN* * *
* 9 o40 TO DETERMINE EF* * * *
* * *?FECT CF ELEVON DE* *
* *€ *V"LECTIONS IN THE * * *
* *9 .*AFT PORTION COF TH*
* * *E ORBITER FUSELAG* * * * *
AEDC - * * * * *AEDC / O*MS-DR-2112
IAST * *AEOC -
, * * *. * 
* *
LARC -* * * LARC / CDMS-OR-2113
CFHT -* L *1ARC - *
101o /* * * * * ~CONTINUOUS-FLO*
OA8eS * * * * * HYPERSONIC T*
S* * 9*UNNEL
* . .* * * * *
...... - ... ... 





WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S* * * *4MODIEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
* TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * 
PERSONNEL OR COMMENTS
----- ------- ---------------- 
--- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NRLAO - * * * * ~NR / 0. A. SARVER HDMS-DR-2114
LSWT -, * 
G * * *NRLAD - . G. MCDONALD
716 /* * * * * ~LOW SPEED WIND*-DHS
OAe6 * * * * * TUNNEL . 4
ARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST* *VERIFY SUPERSONIC* * 0.015 ./ ARC / 
M. T. PETROZZI AN*DS-DR-2115
3.SHWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0* *STABILITY AND CO * *ARC 
- 0 M. D. MILAM/ROC*
176 /*15-SCALE MODEL (4* 4NTRCL CHARACTERIS* * *3.5-FOOT HYPER*K ELL 
INTERNATION*
OA87 *9-0) OF THE SPACE* *TICS, VERIFY CCNT * *SCINIC WIND TUNIAL
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * *RCL SURFACE EFFEC * *NEL 
*J. A. HELLENTHIN/*
*IN THE NASA/AMES * *TIVENESS AND INVE* * AMES RESEARCH 
CEN*
*3.5-FOOT HYPERSC*N* STIGATE REYNOLDS* TER
*IC WIND TUNNEL (0* 'NUMBER EFFECT * * * *
*A87)
NRLAD - #EFFECT OF THE SIx*819C7FSJS9Wl07E234EFFECT CF THREE A4FORCE *0.015 / 'NR / 
*H. C. SMITH /RI *CMS-DR-l16
TWT - 4ENGINE AIR BREAT *V7RSX20 + NACELLE*IR BREATHING PRCOP *0.5 - 'NRLAD - 0. A. SARVER
2re /*HING PROPULSION S*RAKES *ULSICN SYSTEM FER* 0.9 *TRISCNIC WIND *G. G. MCDONALD
OA91 *YSTEM ON SPACE * 4RY/FLIGHT TEST * * *TUNNEL -CDMS *
*SHUTTLE ORBITER S* *CCFIGURATICNS CON
U*BSCNIC AND TRANS* *TRANSCNIC DRAG R * * * *. *
'ONIC STABILITY AI *ISE, ELEVC
N EFFEC* * * * *
*0 CONTROL *TIVENESS, * *
*CHARACTERISTICS (K LOCNG. STABILITY, * * *
,0A91) * AND LAT-DIR STAB * * * *
*  'F THE -139B SHUT* * ,.
,* * ~TLE ORBITER * * *
LARC - * 
4ARC / • *DMS-DR-2117
8VOHT - * * * *4-ARC - * ,
oe 1648 * * * * ~MACH 8 VARIABL*
CH14 * K-C' * * E-7CENSITY HYPE*
- 9 -. *4 * * *RSONIC TUNNEL
LARC -* 
* * *LARC / CMS-DR-2118
8TPT - . * * *LARC -
667 /* * 8-FOOT 
TRANSON*
I A41 * * * * * *IC PRESSURE TU*I
* a *x * * 8*NNEL





WINO TUNNEL TEST / OHS DATA PROCESSING
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------- ---------------------------
-* * - -HOCEL * - COGNIZANT * SASIC
T*ST * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE CF * SCALE* TESTING * 
TEST DHS *PUBLICATINS
TE S REPRT TTLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
* PERSCONEL OR CCOMENTStoT PO T ITLE CON T------------------ -
---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LARC * * * * * *LARC / CMS-DR-2119
LARC - *LARC -
UPWT 3/* * * * * UNITARY PLAN tO
IA42A * *1 / *IND TUNNEL
IA42B * * * * * *
LARC - *INVESTIGATION OF 4CRBITER *EFFECT OF SPEEDBR*FORCE 
0015 / R.I. / V. W. SPARKS *DMS-DR-2120
STPT - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA* *AKE AND BODY FLAP .35 - ARCFOOT RANSON W SPARKSDMS
668 /CTERISTICS ORBITE* P.2 8-FCOT TRANSON-DHS
OA 1t6 R SPEEDBRAKE *N IC PRESSURE TUr
*AND BODY FLAP DEF* * " * *NEL
*LECTIONS * * * * * *
LARC - *TRANSONIC AERCODYNRI-140 A/8 WITH V*CETERMINE EFFECT * * 0.015 
/ LARC / *I.P. PHILLIPS OHS-R-212t
eTPT - *AMIC INVESTIGATIO ARIOUS BODY FLAPSOF EXTENDING CENT* 01.35 - -FARC T *.C. FREEMAN, JR.*
669 /4*N F CC*FIGURATIO' ER CF GRAVITY CN . 1.2 *8-FOOT 
TRANSC *V. W. SPARKS
LA38 /N 4 IOIFICATINS U * ~AEROOYNAMIC IC PRESSURE TU *V. W. SPARKS .
*TO RI-14LIA/B FOR *CHARACTERISTICS O *NNEL 
*-DHS * -
*xTENDING CENTER * 4F RI-141 A/B
OF GRAVITY RANGE* * * *
MSFC - *INVESTIGATICN F IAUNCH OCoWIGURAT*CETERMINE EFFECT * * 0.004 
/ 4UR.I. / a,. GARTON / ROCKWCMHSDR-2123
I4 TS - GAS SUPPLY STRUT *ION R CF GAS SUPPLY STR* 1.9 - tIMSFC - R ELL INTERNATIONAL
588 /CcONFIGURATICN EFF*LAUNCH CCNFIGURAT*UT CCNFIGURATIONS* 2.99 *14-INCH TRISCON*V. W. SPARKS *
IASS ECTS ON AFT AND *ION WITH STRUTS ~ON AFT AND * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*V. W. SPARKS
*BASE PRESSURE ENVILAUNCH OONFIGURAT*BASE PRESSURE ENV* * *-DMS
*IRCNMENTS CF A O.*ION WITH ORBITER *IRCNMENTS F SPAC* * * *
*104 SCALE MODEL (O/ ET GAS SUPPLY F*E SHUTTLE LAUNCH ** * * *
WR THE SPACE AIRINGS *VEHICLE , * *
*SHUTTLE LAUNCH VE* * * *
*HICLE * * * * * *





WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* * 
HXMODEL 4 COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE CF * SCALE* TESTING 
* TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE 4* TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 4 FERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------ --------
ARC - * r ETERMINE SURFACE* *ARC 
-
*DMS-CR-2124
3.sHWT - * * *STATIC PRESSURE * * *3.5-FOOT HYPER*
too / *CISTRIBUTIONS CNJ * *SCONIC WIND TUN*
IA16S *THE ORBITER FUSEL* * *NEL
OAZ6 *AGE, FOR BOTH THE* * * * *
* * *ASCENT AND ENTRY * * * *
* * FLIGHT PHASES, E * *
* 4 '1O SUFPORT ORBITER* * *
a 4 VENTING STUDIES
LARC - *IHYPERSONIC STABIL*BODY ALONE (-140A*TO DETERMINE HYPE* 0.004 / *R/I / 
*AVID R. STONE /N*DMS-DR-2125
7422 /*ITY AND CONTROL C*/B) *RSONIC STABILITY 018.1 - *LARC - ASA-LARC
OA88 *'ARACTERISTICS ANCORBITER (-140A/B)*AND CONTROL CHARA* *21.6 4 P. HAWTHORNE /RI. *
*0 REYNOLDS NUMBER* *CTERISTICS ANC *J. E. VAUGHN
-EFFECTS OF THE ROO *REYNOLDS NUMBER E* *J. E. VAUGHN
*CKwLL SSV 140 A/* "FECT ON ROCKWELL* *-DMS *
B8 ORBITER CCONFIGU *-140 A/B ORBITER * *
*RATION * * * * *
LARC - *EFFECTS OF REACTI*-139 CRBITER WITH*FFECT OF RCS JET* * 0.01 / *LARC 
- TOM BLACKSTOCK /N*DMS-DR-2126
CrHT - *ON CONTROL SYSTEM*VARIOUS RCS JETS *S ON ORB. HYPERSOM *10.3 - *CONTINUC)US-FLO*ASA-LARC 
*
100 /*JET SIMULATION 0 * 'NIC PERFORMANCE *10.3 34 HYPERSONIC T*J. E. VAUGHN 
*
LA25 ,N THE HYPERSCONIC ** * ' UNNEL 
*J. E. VAUGHN
IPERFORMANCE, STAB* -DMS
*ILITY AND CONTROL * M
*CHARACTERISTICS * * * * *
-F A .01 SCALE * *
*SCALE ROCKUELL IN** * * * *
*TERNATIONAL 139B* * * *
0ORBITER CCIFIGURA* * * * * *
*TION
LARC - *REYNOLOS NUMBER E*-139. B ORBITER WIEFFECT CF REYNOLD* 0.01 / *LARC 
/ PETET T. BERNOT *CMS-DR-2127
CFHT - OFFECTS AT MACH NU*TH VARIOUS CONTRO S NUMBER ON ORBIT* *10.3 - *LARC - J. E. 
VAUGHN *
102 /*MBER 10.3 ON AERO L DEFLECTIONS *ER AERO. CHARACTE* *10.3 *CONTINUOUS-FLOGJ. 
E. VAUGHN
LA3S *DYNAMIC *RISTICS * 4 HYPERSONIC T*-DMS
*CHARACTERISTICS OM * * UNNEL
,F .01 SCALE 139-8* * *
*ORBITER * * * * * . *
It
----- ----- -----  - ---- ----- ----- ----- ---- --- ----- 
----- ----- ----- ----- --- ----- ----
WORK IN PROCESS
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING
--- -- --- -- - --- -- - -- 
-- --- -- -- --- 
-- --- -- -- --- 
-- -- --- -- -- 
--- -- -- --- -- 
--------------- --- ----
$* *. *IMOEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * 
SCALE+ TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
o10 REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH 
RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL OR COMMENTS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARC * $' THE PRIMARY TEST * 0.03 
/ ARC - . M. MANN *DMS-CR-2128
it-74A /* #OBJECTIVES ARE T * 0.6 -
-DMS
97-7478 /* O OBTAIN CCONFIGUR* *3.5 * *
OA53 * * *ATION 14U A/B * * * *
OAS3A * * STABILITY AND CCN* * *
OAs38 TROL CHARACTERIST* * *
OA53C .*ICS, CONTROL SURF* * * * *
* * ~*ACE EFFECTIVENESS* *
* * ~*CCCJTROL SURFACE * *
*. c *INGE OIMENTS, AND* * *
,* * <*VERTICAL TAIL PA * * * *
S~* JN*EL LOADS. 6 * * *
ARC -. *SSV 4 CCNFIG MCR COBTAIN PRESSURE 0 PRESSURE 
0.030 / ARC / R. L. GILLENS / R*OMS-DR-2129
97-t711 /* O0200 *ISTRIBUTIONS CON I)ORCE 1.55 - *ARC -
OCKWELL
IA148 * NTEGRATED LAUNCH 
*2.2 * E. CHEE / ROCKWEL*
* ~*VEHICLE. FORCE L *
*x * ~~9DATA 6ERE ALSO TA* * ** H. C. ZIMMERL *
* * 'EN. -DMS 
*
ARC - * 9SSV 4 C0NFIG MCR *OBTAIN PRESSURE D* 
0*.030 / *ARC / R. L. GILLENS / R*DMS-DR-2130
11-7160 /* *0200 *ISTRIBUTICNS CN C *0.6 -
ARC XOCKWELL
OA22A * *RBITER ALONE. FO * 
*.9 , 9F. CHEE / ROCKWEL#
x* * *RCE DATA WERE L *
*x *x ~*ALSO TAKEN. * 
H * 6. C. ZIMMERLE *
S* * * * * -DMS
ARC - * SSV 4 CONFIG.MCR *OBTAIN PRESSURE DWPRESSURE 
0.030 / ARC - R. L.VGILLENS / R*DMS-DR-2131
9-1\ 6* .0200 *ISTRIBUTICONS CN CF ORCE *1.55 -
XCKELL
OA22B * *RBITER ALONE. FO *2.2 
. CHEE / ROCK6L*
, .* *RCE DATA IERE * * * *
,* * ~ALSO TAKEN H * * .*. C. ZIMMERLE
* * * * * * *-CMS
TABLE 2.4.2-1
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY
TEST NASA
COOE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. DMS-CR- PUBLICATION DATE
----------- -  --------- -------- ---------- -------------- 
----------------
TL AELC IA57 2112 IN PROCESS
----- ------------------------------------------------ 
-------------
TM AEDC. KHTB VA289 CH3A 2100 IN FROCESS
TK AEC H4TB VA352 CH4B 2099 p IN PROCESS
------------------------------------------------- -----------------
TJ AEDC SWTA 323 IA13 2062 IN PROCESS
83 ARC 1'-71
6 0  OA22A 21350 IN PROCESS
CJ ARC 11-747A OA53 2128 IN PROCESS
82 ARC 97-7161 IA14B 2129 IN PROCESS
84 ARC 97-7160 0A228 2131 IN PROCESS
DU ARC LSWT 712 OATIC 2086 IN PROCESS
------------------ -----------------------------
8- ARC IITWT IA9 2032,V-01 NOV., 1973.
OL ARC 11Ti T 686 IA7 2024 AUGUST, 1973
at ARC 11TT 716 IAI4A 2084 IN PROCESS
------------------ ---"----------------------------
I1 ARC 3.5HWT 147 OA4 2007 MARCH, 1973
8S ARC 3.SHWT 157 OA1IA 2044 OCT., 1973
ox ARC 3.5 sT 160 OAIIB 2059 IN PROCESS
.II. .. ........................................................... ..
-------- ------- -------- ------- 
-------- ------- -------- ------- 
-------- ------- -------
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WINO TUNNEL SUMMARY




CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. CHS-DR- PUBLICATION 
DATE
---------- ---  --------- -------- 
---------- ------ ----- 
----------------
BY ARC 3.SHWT 163 OA58 2060 IN PROCESS
85 ARC 3.5HWT 167 OA73 2082 DEC., 1973
86 ARC 4.5MWT 168 OA23 2071 IN PROCESS
87 ARC 3.5HWT 169 IA1o 2078 JAN., 1974
89 ARC 3.5HWT 171 CHILI 2085 IN PROCESS
88 ARC 3.5HWT 172 I15 2098 IN PROCESS
EG ARC 3.5HWT 175 IA15 2102 IN PROCESS
EF ARC 3.5HWT 176 0A87 2115 IN PROCESS
EM ARC 3.5HWT 180 IA16 2124 IN PROCESS
----------------- ------------------------------------------
ED ARC 66SWT 630 IA29 2077 IN PROCESS
BH ARC 66JST 650 OA3 2L009 JUNE, 1973
BT ARC 66sWT 706 OA43 2050 NOV., 1973
BZ ARC 87SWT 710 IA12C 2065 IN PROCESS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
BJ ARC \97W5T 610 IA2 2013 IN PROCESS
aV ARC 97SWT 710 IA12B 2048 IN PROCESS
............. .... ........................................................................
UP CAL STWT T14-053 IA36 2064 IN PROCESS
.............. .................................................................
............................................................................
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY
------------------ --------------------- ---------- -------------- -------------
TEST NASA
CCOCE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. CMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE
ac LARC 7422 OA88 2125 IN PROCESS
Px LARC CFHT 100 LA25 2126 IN PROCESS
Qt LARC CFHIT 101 OA85 2113 IN PROCESS
QU LARC CFHT 102 LA35 2127 IN PROCESS
OZ LARC CFHT 85 LA3 2031 , JUNE, 1973
OT LARC CFHT 89 MA4 2008 JAN., 1973
OT LARC CFHT 89 MA4 2108,R-01 MAY, 1973
PD LARC CFHT 96 LAII 2066 NOV., 1973
--------------------- -------------------------------------
9
am LARC CF4 IH18 2110 IN PROCESS
as LARC C4 CH45 2109 IN PROCESS
P7 LARC LTPT 130 LA9 2056 NOV., 1973
PP LARC LTPT 138 OA17 2058 IN PROCESS
PU LARC LTPT 141 LA23 2070 OCT., 1973
lll............ ......... ......-----------.----.-------------------
G5 LARC UPWT IA35 2111 IN PROCESS
04 LARC UPWIT IA350A 2108 IN PROCESS
00 LARC UPWT 1002 MA5 2001 NOV., 1972
OV LARC UPWT 1007 OAT 2014 MARCH, 1973
..... .... ..... .. ... .... ..... .... ..... .. o...o.. .... .. o..e..... e......
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY
----------------------------------------------------------------------
"""
--------- ------ --------------- ------ 
----------------
TEST NASA
COE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATICON DATE
--------------------------------------- 
 ----------- -------- ---------- 
-------------- ----------------
Ps LARC UPWT to01 LA0I 2052 NOV., 1973
Pe LARC UPWT 1023/1034 LABA 2054 NOV, 1973
PM LARC UPWT 1031 MA? 2069 JAN., 1974
PN LARC UPWT 1035 OA44 2057 IN PROCESS
PV - LARC UPWT 1043 OA70 2073 IN PROCESS
PG LARC UPWT 1046/1049 LA14A 2106 IN PROCESS
LARC UPWT 1056/1073 IA42A 2119 & IN PROCESS
Q2 LARC UPWT 1057 OA20 2083 IN PROCESS
Pt LARC UPWT 995 /1014 LA4 2033 JULY, 1973
------------------ ---------- -------------------
PH LARC 20HT6 441 LA15 2079 IN PROCESS
CN LARC 22HT 405 LA22 2034 JULY, 1973
S0 LARC 22HT 409 MA2 2003 APRIL, 1973
0o LARC 22HT 411 LA2 2023 JUNE, 1973
P2 LARC 22HT 413 LA5 2036 AUGUST, 1973
PT LARC 22HT 415 OA72 2092 IN PROCESS
-------------- ------------------------------------------------------
PZ LARC 26TBT 544 OS2 2067 AUGUST, 1973
OT LARC 26TBT. 545 OSt 2094 IN PROCESS
************ **------------------ ***----------------- -----------*-- ---------------
k.
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY
--------- -------- ------------ --'----- ---- ------- --------
TEST NASA
CODE FACILITY ,SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE
----------- -  --------- -------- ---------- -------------- 
----------------
OU LARC 8TPT 626 LAI 2002 MARCH, 1973
P4 LARC STPT 643 LA6 2040 AUGUST, 1973
PS LARC 8TPT 644 LA? 2041 OCT., 1973
PC LARC 8TPT 648 LA17 2L46 AUGUST, 1973
PS LARC 8TPT 655 SA2F 208 IN PROCESS
PS LARC 8TPT 657/660 LA7B 2091 IN PROCESS
1t LARC STPT 661 OA25 2089 IN PROCESS
LARC 8TPT 667 IA41 2118 IN PROCESS
QZ LARC 8TPT 668 0A1I6 2120 IN PROCESS
GX LARC 8TPT 669 LA38 2121 IN PROCESS
---------------------------------
QL LARC " 8VOHT /648 CH14 2117 IN PROCESS
OX LARC 8VDHT 35819/3670 H40 2049 JULY, 1973
PA LARC 8VDHT 4080/4105 CH42A 2101 JAN., 1974
PB LARC 8VDHT 624 LA16 2043 JUNE, 1973
PO LARC 8VOHT 644 CH13 2096 IN PROCESS
PR LARC 8VDHT 646/647 IHI7 2105 IN PROCESS
PK. LARC 8VDHT 653 LA20 2107 IN PROCESS
.............................................................................................




SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY
--- --- -- --- --- 
-- --- --- -- --- --- 
-- --- --- -- --- --- 
-- --- --- -- --- --- 
-------
....... .-------- ..------------ ---------- 
-------------- --------------
TEST NASA
cooE - FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE
00 LTV 1520SWT S-081 MHA 2004 NOV., 1972
-7E MSFC 14TWT 545 IAIB 2010 MAY, 1973
79 MSFC 14TWT 554 SAIF 2012 APRIL, 1973
r6 HSFC 14TWT 555 OAi 2005 NOV., 1972
77 MSFC 14TWT 556 IAIA 2006 DEC., 1972
78 HSFC 14TWT 558 MA9F 2011 APRIL, 1973
s8 MSFC 14TWT 565 SA3F 2025. MAY, 1973
S8 HSFC 14TWT 566 IA31F 2026 SEPT., 1973
2e MSFC 14TWT 567 IA32FB 2027 IN PROCESS
84 MSFC 14TWT 568 OA47 2029 MAY, 1973
83 MSFC 14TWT 570 IA31FB 2028 IN PROCESS
as MSFC 14TWT 571 IA6A 2039 IN PROCESS
8e MSFC 14TWT 572 SA5F 2051 AUGUST, 1973
90 MSFC 14TWT 573 IA31FC 20.72 JAN., 1974
8r HSFC 14TWT 574 0A48 :. 255,V-Ol SEPT., 1973
91 MSFC 14TWT 578 SA10F 2087 IN PROCESS
88 MSFC 14TWT 579/580 IA37 2063 NOV., 1973
92 MSFC 14TWT 581 OA49 2095 IN PROCESS
93 MSFC 14TWT 585 IA37B 2093 IN PROCESS
98 MSFC I4TWT 588 IA53 2123 IN PROCESS
-------- ----------------------------------------------------------
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WINO TUNNEL SUMMARY
--------- ------ --------------- -- 
----------------
TEST NASA
cODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. DHS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE
----------- -  --------- -------- ---------- -------------- 
------- ----------
94 MSFC 14TWT 589 IA26F 2103 IN PROCESS
............................................................................................
DF NRLAD LSWT 689 OAZ 2016 APRIL, 1973
DG NRLAD LSWT 690 OAS 2017 APRIL, 1973
CH NRLAD LSWT 693 IA3 2018 JUNE, 1973
01D NRLAD LSWT 694 OA6 2019 JUNE, 1973
DJ NRLAD LSWT 696 OA9 2020 . JUNE, 1973
DK NRLAD LSWT 6 8 OAIO 2022 JUNE, 1973.
DL NRLAD LSWT 6t9 OA45 2021,V-01 NOV., 1s73
OH NRLAD LSWT 700 OAt4 2030 AUGUST, .973
ON NRLAD LSWT rt1 OAt6 2038 IN PROCESS
DO NRLAO LSWT 704 OA18 2045 SEPT., 1973
DP NRLAD LSWT 705 OA21A 2053,V-01 DEC., 1973
DS NRLAD LSWT 708 OA71A 2068 IN PROCESS
OT NRLAD LSWT 709 OA57A 2074 IN PROCESS
DQ NRLAD LSWT 711 OA69 2081 IN PROCESS
OV NRLAD LSWT ' 713 OATSB 2080 IN PROCESS
OW NRLAD LSWT 715 OA62 2097 IN PROCESS
OX NRLAD LSWT 716 OA86 2114 IN PROCESS




SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY
-- -- - -- - -- -- -- - - - -- - -- 
- -- -- - -- - - - -- 
- -- -- - -- - -- - ---------- ' " "
TEST NASA
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE
-------- -------- 
----------- -------- ---------- 
-------------- ----------------
oy NRLAO ' 278 0A91 2116 IN PROCESS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------




DATA FILE CONTENTS DOCUMENTATION
CODE OR NO. OF
NAME AGENCY MAIL STOP COPIES
William C. Moseley JSC EX 1
Contracting Officer JSC BC4 1
Charles M. Grant JSC JM2 2
Retha Shirkey JSC JM6 1
Milton A. Silveira JSC ME 1
James Weaver MSFC S&E-AERO-AAE 6
Thomas J. Lowery MSFC PD-DO-PD I
Neal D. Hendrix MSFC S&E-ASTR-SDC 1
J. J. Brownson * ARC 227-5 1
J. G. Marvin ARC 229-1 1
David R. Stone LaRC M/S 163A 4
Kay Lee LaRC M/S 185 1
Norbert F. Witte Rockwell AC 07 5
Grover Alexander LMSC-S ORGN 6260 1
L. E. Ericsson LMSC-S Dept. 81-10 1
P. L. Click MMC MAF 1
A. E. Combs MDAC-E M. S. 407 1
L. Kimbrell TBC-S M. S. 8K-22 1
Dale Bradley LMSC-H Dept. 5401 1
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